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**BIDDING IN OUR AUCTIONS**

We will stop taking bids after 9:00 pm Mountain time on July 12th, 2012 or as soon as our phone and/or fax stops ringing for 10 minutes. Please do not wait until the last minute and get shut out. In every sale, a number of bidders cannot get through on the last night. **No matter when you call, you cannot be guaranteed to be the last bidder because the sale will extend for at least 10 minutes after your call.** But once it is over we will not answer the phone. If time is running late and the phone is busy, I strongly suggest sending us an email or a fax with your bid or bids.

Please note that at the present time we are having difficulty with our mobile phone service. Although we hope to have this resolved before the end of the sale we strongly suggest that you try to call us on our office phone at 720-981-0785. Because of this problem you may leave bids up until 8 AM the next day via phone, email or fax. However we will not answer the phone nor return your call to discuss your bids but you may leave your bids in case you couldn’t get through.

We suggest you bid above estimate if you want an item **as high bids will be reduced.** Our bid sheets offer several bidding options that can save you money, optimize your bids and see that you get the lots that you really want. If you are unsure of how to use these options, please give us a call and we will be more than happy to explain them to you.

Please keep in mind that in some cases there may be unpublished reserves set either by the consignor or the cataloger and no bids of less than 60% of estimate are considered. **In some cases the reserve is higher than 60% of estimate but in no cases is it more than the estimate.** We do not have a call back service, but after placing your bids you may contact us to check on your bids. And we take seriously the commitment to reduce bids. **We do not reveal the high bid of any lot, but if you have placed a bid on a lot, you may contact us after your bid has been placed and we will tell you if you are the high bidder.**

Usually well over 1/3 of all successful bids are reduced and over 75% of successful bidders have at least one of their winning bids reduced. We believe that the best strategy to being a successful bidder is placing your bids early and not waiting until the last minute. And because we reduce the high bid to no more than 10% over the 2nd high bid whenever possible, we think it makes sense to send in your bids early with the confidence that your bid will be reduced if at all possible. It’s a successful auction when everybody is satisfied with the results: the consignors, the bidders and the auctioneer.

**NO BUYER’S FEES**

There has been quite a bit of discussion lately about companies that charge what some say are excessive buyer’s fees. We do **not** charge any buyer's fees in our sales. You are charged only for the amount of your winning bid plus a postage and shipping charge. If you want the convenience of using your credit card or sending us a bank wire, we do charge you a small fee to help cover our costs.

**LOT VIEWING SCHEDULE**

MEMPHIS INTERNATIONAL PAPER MONEY SHOW. June 8-10, Memphis, TN. This is before the catalogs will be mailed but we will have most lots available for viewing at that time.

COLORADO SPRINGS COIN SHOW. June 29-July 1, Crowne Plaza Hotel, Colorado Springs. 2886 South Circle Drive (I-25 & S. Circle). I believe the public hours are 9 to 6 Friday, 9-5 Saturday and 9 to 4 on Sunday. We should have most lots available for viewing at this show.

DAWN MEETING. July 6th. (Tentative). If there is a meeting and if we go we will bring requested lots to this meeting.

We will have most lots in the sale available for viewing at our bourse tables during the shows. However, we will not be bringing bulky, heavy or cumbersome lots. If there is something you would like us to bring, please let us know and we will make every effort to bring it. We may be able to arrange individual private showings, at locations of our choosing, at other times.

We plan to have the majority of the material in the sale in our office, Monday through Friday from June 18th until the close of the sale, if you need a more detailed description of any of the lots.
However, please contact us as well in advance of the close of the sale as possible in order that we can provide you with as much information as we can. We will be happy to return your call if we cannot provide you with the information you require when you call, fax or email.

We will **confirm** all **email bids** received within 24 hours of receiving the bid. If you do not receive a confirmation please contact us. Please mark your email as bids, auctions or something similar so that our filter will recognize it. We do **not confirm mail or fax bids** unless specifically asked to do so. Please write clearly on your bid sheet. If possible, in addition to the lot # and your maximum bid, a small description is most helpful.

**No information will be available about the results of the sale until all bids have been checked and invoices written. This should take 3 or 4 days. We will not be answering the phone until that information is ready. We hope to have the phones open by Tuesday July 17th and perhaps the day before.**

Please note that this entire catalog is also up on our website or will be shortly. Our website address is [rosenblumcoins.com](http://www.rosenblumcoins.com). There you will find not only everything in this catalog, but also color images of all lots pictured. If the images are not up on our site when you receive this catalog, they should be soon.
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**HIGHLIGHTS OF AUCTION 42F**

Although this auction has the fewest number of lots we have had in many many years the scope of the auction and the total value of the material will make this (we hope) one of our highest grossing sales of all time. The great majority of the lots in this auction are photographed. However if you would like to see a photo of a lot that we have not done please let us know and we will try to supply you with a digital image of the item. Unfortunately we are no longer equipped to mail out paper photographs.

While there is no gold section in this auction there are many gold coins and medals being offered. Please see lots 131, 166, 192-202, 475, 494, 496, 508, 511-513, 515-528, 536 & 537. In addition lots 147 & 149 are Axumite coins and both have a tiny trace of gold inlay still intact.

Our ancient Jewish section is among the finest we’ve offered in many years and includes quite a number high grade and/or rare examples of the tiny silver coins that circulated in the Holy Land in the 4th and 3rd Centuries BC. We also have available quite a few scarce Herodian issues including coins of Herod the Great, Herod Antipas and Agrippa II. Bidders should also take notice of 3 silver shekels and one silver half shekel of the Jewish War Against Rome (First Revolt) as well as numerous Bar Kochba silver Zuzim and bronze coins. The small city coin section is highlighted by a bronze of Capitolias, a large medallion from Neopolis and a seemingly unpublished coin of Sebaste.

Offerings of other ancients are small in number but contain some highly desirable coins among them 4 Shekel of Tyres, including a Fouree and one struck in the year of the crucifixion as well as a rare half shekel of Tyre. Four Roman Egyptian coins include two drachms of Hadrian and the Roman Republic and Imperial coins include a number of Jewish reference coins including the famous Fisci Ividaici Sestertius of Nerva. Also being offered are a handful of scarce silver Roman coins minted in Antioch. Are Axumite coins ancient or early medieval? We have seen them listed as both and we have listed as both in prior catalogs. For this sale we have listed a handful of them in the medieval and modern section.
World coin highlights includes numerous better grade European medieval coins and tokens from Australia and New Zealand as well as a number of better copper Jetons listed under Belgium, Malta, Netherlands and the US. The US piece is listed by CW Betts in his American Colonial History Illustrated by Contemporary Medals opus. Listed throughout the world section are Internment Camp and Ghetto tokens mostly from the New York collection. See offerings under Australia, Ireland, Isle of Man and Poland. We also have for sale a silver “touch” piece of Queen Anne and an almost complete set of Dassier’s Kings and Queens of England medals. As usual our Israeli section will offer a number of rarities including the extremely rare 1962 Weizmann Gold Proof set struck without the Mem. Less than 10 sets were made and this is the first that we’ve ever offered for sale. We also have the pleasure of listing all gold coins of Israel issued prior to the year 2000 as well as the very rare 1971 Let My People Go Berne die 10 Lirot silver proof. Also up for bid is a nice run of 18th century coins of Malta, a number of early Palestine tokens as well as a “Discover” Lot of 3 paper “tokens” or tags used at the Zichron Jacob settlement. Again not a huge number of world coins but certainly a diverse offering consisting of many items seldom seen.

The highlight of this auction (and our next as well) is the The New York Collection. The New York Collection features one of the most comprehensive collections of World War II concentration camp, internment camp and Displaced Person money ever assembled and by far is the best collection we’ve ever offered. (They will be more items offered in our next sale). When we first started handling this material in the early 1970’s there was very little reference material in print. Arlie Slaybaugh had written a small pamphlet and Albert Pick and Carl Siemsen has published their first book on the material. Occasional articles could be found in such publications as the International Bank Note Society Journal, the Journal of Israel Numismatics, The Shekel and a short-lived organization, the Judaic Synagraphic Collectors Association, published a number of articles circa 1980 and promised more but soon dissolved.

But since the early 1990’s research has increased dramatically. We have relied on a number of these great works to catalog this collection. References used include Prisoner of War and Concentration Camp Money of the 20th Century (2nd edition) by Lance Campbell, Das Lagergeld der Konzentrationslager und D.P.-Lager 1933-1947 (2nd edition) by Pick and Siemsen, World War II Remembered by Fred Schwan and Joe Boling, Silent Witnesses: Civilian Camp Money of World War II by Ray and Steve Feller and Das Geld des Terrors by Han-Ludwig Grabowski. The website http://worldandmilitarynotes.com/ maintained by David Frank is also a great source of information. Please keep in mind that the images in early books are in black and white and your cataloger has been accused of being somewhat color-blind. Or perhaps his mother taught him wrong. In addition to the New York collection we have superb selection of Proofs, trials, artist drawings and specimen notes of Israel including a “slabbed” set of Anglo-Palestine Bank Provisional Color Trial Specimens.

The Medallic Judaica section is also smaller than usual but has some highly interesting and unusual items including two British “Cabbage” Society tokens, an Hungarian Jewish Community token which I cannot recall ever seeing, numerous charity tokens and early 20th century American Jewish merchant tokens. Also being offered is a large bronze plaque that hung in the main synagogue in Berlin until being damaged during Kristallnacht in 1938. It survived and after various stops is being offered by us again after we sold it in 1997. Other highlights include a 3 piece set of Paul Vincze medals on the 300th Anniversary of the Resettlement of Jews in Great Britain and a 3 piece set of Albert Einstein medals. Both of these sets contain a rare gold medal. Also being offered in this section is one of the rarest of all 1973 25th Anniversary of Israel medals, a rare “Star of Love” gold medal by the renowned Israeli artist Agam. Among the state medals listed are a nice run of gold medals, a rare Israel Liberata pattern in bronze, two Yad Vashem Medals and the exceedingly rare Bar-Ilan University Presentation Medal.

Our Judaic and Holy Land paper section, as well as our Holocaust section, are both highlighted by numerous items from the New York Collection containing documents, books, chits and other memorabilia from those sad times of the 20th century.
PART ONE - WORLD WIDE COINAGE
ANCIENT JEWISH COINAGE

*1 PHILISTIA, Gaza. 5th-4th Century BC. Silver Obol (.55g). Helmeted head of Athena right/ Owl standing, head facing, crescent to left, AOE to right, Mem in the field between legend and owl. Gitler-Eal V210, Hen-1014. VF, obverse a bit off-center. $250+

*2 PHILISTIA. 5th-4th Century BC. Silver Hemi-obol (.12g). Head of Roaring lion left with protruding tongue/Facing head of Bes incuse. Rare, especially so nice.. Gitler & Tal XXVI- II.6HOa. EF. One of the more magnificent “tiny” coins of the Holy Land we have ever had. $750+

*3 SAMARIA 4th Century BC. Silver Obol (.76g). Bridled horse walking right, two letters at upper left, all in square/Winged sphinx, with head of bearded Persian king right, all in dotted square, letters on either side of wings. SC-27. F/VF+. Obverse is a bit grainy, reverse is choice and just a tad off-center. $500+?

*4 SAMARIA 4th Century BC. Silver Obol (.52g). Lion crouching left, head facing in square/ Same, but with two letters above right. SC-69. F/VF. The reverse is very nice! $300+

*5 SAMARIA 4th Century BC. Silver Obol (.85g). Helmeted head of Athena facing/Lion attacking bull right. SC-102. VF/F, a bit grainy. Scarce. $450+

*6 SAMARIA 4th Century BC. Silver Obol (.76g). Palm tree flanked by two climbing goats/ Helmeted male head to left, legend to left. SC-110. aVF and very rare. $550+

*7 YEHUD. Persian Period, Before 333 BC. Silver Obol or Gerah (.40g). Helmeted head of Athena right/Owl standing right, looking to front, lily in field, YHD to right. TJC-7, Hen-1057v, (426). VG/F, porous. Very rare. $750+?

*8 YEHUD, Persian Period. Before 333 BC. Silver half-Obol or Half-Gerah (.22g). Head of Persian king wearing crown right/Falcon, wings spread, head right, YHD retrograde. TJC-16c, H-1059d (429). VF/Ch. VF. Obverse bit off-center and slightly porous, reverse is exceptionally nice. $450+

*9 YEHUD, Persian Period, Before 333 BC. Silver half-Obol or Half-Gerah (.22g). Head of Persian king wearing crown right/Falcon, wings spread, head right, YHDY retrograde. TJC-16c, H-1059d (429). Choice VF, obverse somewhat off-center. $750+

*10 YEHUD COINAGE, Persian Period. Prior to 333 BC. Silver Hemi-Obol Half-gerah (.33g). Lily/Falcon, “YHD” to right, wings spread, head right. H-1060, TJC-15. VF, a bit clipped. Very rare, amongst the earliest uses of the Lily as a symbol of Jerusalem. $1000+

*11 YEHUD, Macedonian Period. c. 333-302 BC. Silver half obol (.15g). Facing head/ "YHZAYH" to right of owl standing right, head facing, feathers of the head form a beaded circle. As H-1069, TJC-22v. VG/Choice VF. Obverse basically blank, reverse nice but a bit off-center but almost all details on flan. $600+

*12 YEHUD COINAGE. Ptolemy II. Before 261 BC. AR 1/4 Obol (.21g). Head of Ptolemy I right/Eagle with spreads wings standing left, legend to left. TJC-32, H-1087. Choice VF+. An outstanding example of this coin. $1500+

*13 JOHN HYRCANUS I 135-104 BC. Æ Prutah (1.35g). Hebrew legend. “Yehohanan the High Priest and the Council of the Jews” within wreath, topped by Greek A/Double Cornucopia. H-1132, TJC-A. Ch. VF/ VF. Obverse has complete and fully centered legend, reverse a bit off-center. Included with this lot is a neatly hand-written 2 x 2 with both the paleo-Hebrew and modern Hebrew legends! $100+?

*14 JUDAH ARISTOBULLUS I. 104 BC. Æ Prutah (1.86g). “Yehudah the High Priest and the Council of the Jews” in block letters within wreath/Double Cornucopia. Hen-1143 (45), AJC-Ha8. Nice VF/F, with full legend. $100+
*15 ALEXANDER JANNAEUS. 103-76 BC. Æ Prutah (2.41g). Lily flanked by paleo-Hebrew “Yehonatan the King”/Anchor, “Of King Alexander” Hen-1148, TJC-Nv, legend variant. VF. $350+

*16 ALEXANDER JANNAEUS 104-76 BC. Æ Prutah (1.84g). Error coin! Star of 8 rays/Inverted anchor. The obverse has been at least double-struck and perhaps triple-struck! Fine. Scarce as such. $100

*17 ALEXANDER JANNAEUS 104-76 BC. Æ Prutah (2.78g). Paleo-Hebrew, “Yehonatan the King” between the rays of a star with 8 rays within diadem/”Of King Alexander” around inverted anchor. H-1150, TJC-K. Choice VF, nice green patina. Flan is slightly irregular but virtually every letter is sharp and clear! $100+

*18 ALEXANDER JANNAEUS. 104-76 BC. Lead Prutah (5.95g) or token. “King Alexander” in Aramaic within border of dots/“King Alexander” in Greek) around inverted anchor in circle. H-1155, AJC-Da3. VF for type (high grade for this!). $375


*20 MATTATHIAS ANTIGONUS. 40-37 BC. Æ 8 Prutot (6.23g, 22mm). Military Helmet, flanked by palm branches, two straps hanging down/Tripod holding ceremonial bowl, date (year 3) to left and monogram to right, “Of King Herod” around. H-1169, TJC-44. VG/F+, but on rough planchet. $125+?

*21 HEROD I, THE GREAT. 40-4 BC. Æ 8 Prutot (6.23g, 22mm). Military Helmet, flanked by palm branches, two straps hanging down/Tripod holding ceremonial bowl, date (year 3) to left and monogram to right, “Of King Herod” around. H-1169, TJC-44. VG/F+, but on rough planchet. $200+?

*22 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Prutah (1.75g). Palm branch with objects (leaves?) on either side/”King Herod” around aplhasthen, flanked by date (year 3). H-1172, TJC-47. Choice VF, nice green patina, flan flaw which does not affect the devices or legend. $350+

*23 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Prutah (.93g). “King Herod” in uneven lines/Anchor within circle decorated with stylized lily flowers. H-1174, TJC-61. Nice VF, probably the nicest we’ve seen. $600+?

*24 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ 2 Prutot (3.50g). King Herod around cross with closed diadem/Tripod Table, flanked by palm branches. H-1178, TJC-48. VF, nice green patina. $400

*25 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Prutah (1.53g). “King Herod”, cross within closed diadem/Tripod Table in circle. H-1180, TJC-51. F-VF, typically somewhat irregular flan and a bit crude. $300

*26 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Prutah (1.10g). Small closed diadem, inscription a bit incomplete (as usual)/Tripod table. Hen-1183, TJC-54b. F-VF. A scarce little type that usually is seen in much lower condition. $375+

*27 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Prutah (1.57g). “King Herod” in irregular lines/Tripod table in circle. H-1184, TJC-54. VF, scarce on a usual irregular flan. $400

*28 HEROD THE GREAT. Æ Half Prutah or Lepton (.93g). “King Herod”, above and below cornucopia/Eagle standing right. H-1190, TJC-66. VF. This is the first coin issued by a Jewish ruler with a graven image which may represent the golden bird Herod placed above the temple in Jerusalem. $300+


*30 HEROD THE GREAT Æ Half Prutah or Lepton (.99g). “King Herod” around anchor/War galley sailing left within circles. H-1191, TJC-65. aVF, weak in places, somewhat off-center. Scarce. $300+
*31 HEROD ANTIPAS. 4 BC - 39 AD. Æ 1/4 Unit (14mm, 5.14g). TIBE PIAC within wreath/ Legend around upright reed and date. (Year 24, 20/21AD). H-1201, TJC-77. Fine (and rare). Judging by the photo, the Shoshana specimen was perhaps a tad better (and perhaps not) and it sold for over $1600. $550+

*32 AGRIPPA II. Struck under Nero at Caesarea Psneas. Æ21 (5.65g). Temple with female figure seated left/Female figure standing in temple. H-1270 (578), TJC-354, RPC-4846. VF, green-brown patina, a bit off-center. This rare coin is the only one issued in the name of Claudia, Nero's daughter who died a few months after her birth in 63 AD. Unfortunately all but the last few letters of her name are off the flan on this example which is still much above average. *Ex our auction 36C #81.* $500+

*33 AGRIPPA II. 50-95 AD. Æ16.5 (Half Denomination) (5.37g). Laureate bust of Nero right/ 5 line legend. H-1274, TJC-130. F/VF. Issued to commemorate Agrippa's refounding of Caesarea Paneas as Neronias. $300+

*34 AGRIPPA II. 50-95 AD. Æ25.5 (16.48g). Laureate bust of Vespasian right/Tyche Demeter stands left, wearing kalathos, holding grain ears in right hand and cornucopia in left, crescent in upper left field. Year 26 = 74/75 AD. Hen-1282 (similar but this coin has a crescent), TJC-158a. Ch. VF, attractive green-brown desert patina on this large bronze. $600+

*35 AGRIPPA II. 50-95 AD. Æ16 (4.50g). Laureate bust of Domitian right/Nike-Victory stands right, left foot on helmet, writing on shield, year 24 (83/84 AD). Hen-1317, TJC-152. Choice VF, nice green patina. $350+

*36 AGRIPPA II. 50-95 AD. Æ16 (2.69g). Bust of Domitian right/Palm-tree, “year 25, King Agrippa”. Hen-1320, TJC-156. Choice VF+, but ragged flan. $450+

*37 AGRIPPA II. 50-95 AD. Æ19 (5.11g). Laureate bust of Domitian right/Crossed double cornucopias, winged caduceus between them. H-1325, TJC-163v. EF. Scarce, nicer than the Shoshana example. $1350+

*38 AGRIPPA II. 56-95. Æ11.75 (1.58g). Laureate bust of Domitian right/Cornucopia, Year 25,” King Agrippa” in Greek. H-1322 (609), TJC-157. Gd Fine. Cute little coin. $225+

*39 VALERIUS GRATUS, Procurator under. Tiberius. 15-26 AD. Æ Prutah (1.83g). “Julia” in two lines in wreath/Year 3 flank 3 lilies in bloom. H-1335, TJC-321. VF, flan irregular. $200+

*40 PONTIUS PILATE, Procurator under. Tiberius. 26-36. Æ Prutah (2.14g, 16 mm). LIS (retrograde Z) Year 17, 30/31 AD. Hen-1342a, TJC-333b. VF. There is a theory that the last digit of the date is really an S making this year 29, but that is probably not the case. This is more likely just a die cutter's error. $375+

*41 PONTIUS PILATE, under Tiberius. 16-26. Æ Prutah (1.91g). LH (Year 18) within wreath/Lituus, irregular legend. H-1343b, TJC-334d. Fine. Scarce. I can't recall seeing this die before. $250+

*42 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. 66-70 (Year 2). Silver Shekel (13.54g). Omer Cup, “Shekel of Israel, Year Two” /Three Pomegranates on stem, “Jerusalem the Holy”. H-1358 (659), AJC-8, TJC-193. Choice well-centered EF, die crack to left on pomegranate. Very attractive, with light toning. *Ex Ed Waddell inventory.* $4500+

*43 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. 66-70 (Year 2). Silver Shekel (14.67g). Omer Cup, “Shekel of Israel, Year Two”./Three Pomegranates on stem, “Jerusalem the Holy”. H-1358 (659), AJC-8, TJC-193. Nice well-centered EF, but some black deposits mostly on chalice side. $3500+

*44 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. 66-70, Year 2. Æ Prutah (2.22g). Amphora with broad rim and two handles, “year two” /Vine leaf on small branch, “the freedom of Zion”. Hen-1360b, TJC-198v. Crude irregular issue. Nice VF $300+
45 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. Unstruck Pruta (17mm. 3.61g). Unstruck cast flan with large central pellet. VF? Uncommon. $150?

46 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. 66-70 (Year 3). Silver Shekel (12.92g). Omer Cup, “Shekel of Israel, Year Three”/Three Pomegranates on stem, “Jerusalem the Holy”. H-1361 (662), TJJC-202. Nice EF, somewhat flat edge at around 5 o’clock. Shekels of Year 3 are scarcer than year 2. $5000+?

47 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. 66-70 (Year 3). Silver Half Shekel (6.22g). Omer Cup, “Half of a Shekel, Year Three”/Three Pomegranates on stem, “Jerusalem the Holy”. H-1362 (663), TJJC-203a. Toned VF, but oxidized and rough surfaces. Half Shekels of the Jewish War are scarcer than full Shekels. This is the first year 3 Half Shekel we’ve offered in more than 3 years. The consignor purchased this from Zurqieh in June of 2005. $3500+

48 JEWISH WAR, 1ST REVOLT. Year 4. Æ 1/8 Shekel (5.13g). Omer Cup, legend around, “For the Redemption of Zion)/Lulav between 2 etrogs. H-1363 (670), AJJC-30av, TJJC-214av. Letters shaped a bit differently than Meshorer examples. VF, flan a bit irregular, nice green brown patina. Ex our Sale 36C #111 $350+


50 BAR KOCHBA REVOLT. 132-135, Year One. Small Bronze (4.81g, 17mm), Bunch of grapes, “Year one of the Redemption of Israel”/7-branched palm tree, “Eleazar the Priest”. Hen-1380, Mild-150, TJC-224, but seemingly a different die as the Ayin to the far left of the palm is tilted in a different direction. VF, surface deposits with underlying reddish-brown patina. Accompanied with a photographed and signed Certificate of Authenticity by David Sear. $900+?

51 BAR KOCHBA. 132-135. Silver Zuz or Denarius (3.22g). Bunch of grapes, “Shimon”/Palm branch, “Year 2 of the Freedom of Israel”. Hen-1394 (image, not description) (695), Mild-40. Toned aEF, traces of legend from original Roman denarius visible on both sides. Much nicer than a recent specimen that sold for more than $825+ in the recent Shoshana sale. $750+

52 BAR KOCHBA. 132-135. Year Two, Middle Bronze (12.91g). Palm Tree, “Shimon”/Vine leaf, “year two of the freedom of Israel”. H-1408ff, Mil-Unpub.. Irregular issue. VF. $850


54 BAR KOCHBA. 132-135. Undated, attributed to Year 3. Silver Zuz or Denarius, 3.29g . “Shimon” within wreath of eight almonds with medallion at top/“For the Freedom of Jerusalem” around palm branch. Mild-91, Hen-1420, TJJC-279a. Ch. VF+, trace of undercoin visible. $1000+5


56 BAR KOCHBA, Silver Zuz or Denarius. (3.27g). Bunch of grapes, “Shimon”/3 stringed lyre, “For the freedom of Jerusalem”. H-1435 (734), Mild-218. Toned GVF, flan flaw at about 8 o’clock on obverse and correspondingly 10 o’clock on reverse. Ex our sale 36C, #130 and previously from the George Fisher collection. $800+

57 BAR KOCHBA. Middle Bronze (4.59g). Palm branch in wreath, “For the freedom of Jerusalem”/Lyre with 3 strings, “Shimon”. H-1436 (735), Mild-32. aF. This scarce middle bronze type is almost always found struck on small planchets like this. Ex our auction 34E, #94 $200
*58 **BAR KOCHBA.** 132-135. Undated or Year Three. Medium Bronze (10.90g). Vine Leaf, “For the Freedom of Jerusalem”/Palm Tree, “Shimon”. Mild-100, H-1437 (736), TJC-292a. Fine or more accurately F/VF, but a bit porous. Ex Lot 96 from our sale 34E, $200

*59 **BAR KOCHBA.** 132-135. Æ Middle bronze (11.04g). Palm tree, “Shimon”/Vine leaf, “for the freedom of Jerusalem”. H-1437, Mild-114. Choice VF. Rare, Mildenberg lists only 3 examples (one of which is cast) and this is much nicer than the example shown. $1400?

*60 **BAR KOCHBA.** 132-135. Undated, attributed to year 3. Æ small bronze (4.44g). “Jerusalem” across the field, 7-branched palm tree/For the Freedom of Jerusalem”, bunch of grapes. H-1439 (738), Mild-156. VF/F, green-brown patina. Ex Imperial Coins. $200

*61 **JUDAEA CAPTA, Titus.** Æ23 (12.65g). Laureate head of Titus right/Trophy, Judaea sits mourning to left, shield to right. H-1449 (745), TJC-384. VG-F, well centered. Struck at Caesarea. Ex CNG inventory $100?

*62 **JUDAEA CAPTA.** Domitian. Æ23 (9.99g). Laureate head of Domitian left/Minerva in flowing gown advancing left, holding trophy in right hand and shield and spear in left. H-1455 (749), TJC-392b. Fine $75+

**GROUP OF 3 COINS.** Bar Kochba Middle Bronze Palm Tree/Vine Leaf; J udaea Capta Titus/Trophy bronze struck at Caesarea H-1449 and bronze J udaea Capta of Domitian with palm tree on reverse and a countermark on neck. Similar to H-1458 (746), TJC-394a. 3 coins, Gd to VG, all a bit rough, the last rare. $250+?

*64 **AELIA CAPITALINA, Antoninus Pius** 138-161. Æ22.5 (9.83g). Laureate bust right/ Bust of Sarapis, wearing modius. Mesh-28, Ros-12. VF, scratch across head, mottled green-brown patina. Scarce. $450+

*65 **AELIA CAPITALINA, Elagabalus.** 218-222 AD. Æ23 (11.84g). Laureate bust right/Emperor on horse-back right, holding sword in left hand, raising right wine jar in ex. (barely visible). Mesh-128, Kad-137 and not in Rosenberger. F-VF. Rare type which I cannot recall offering before. $750+

*66 **CAPITOLIAS, Elagabalus.** 218-222 AD. Æ25.75 (8.18g) . Draped, laureate and cuirassed bust right/Tyche standing left in Tetra-style temple left, foot on river-god (?). Dated ?PK (122 = 217/18 AD), to each side. Sp-25a, Numismatic Legacy of the Jews -177, (this coin). Ch. VF. Coins of Capitolias are amongst the rarest of all Holy Land City Coins. We have had less than 10 pieces in all our years of handling Jewish coins and I believe this is first of Elagabalus we’ve ever offered. $1250+

*67 **GAZA, Julia Domna wife of Septemius Severus.** Æ20 (8.50g). Bust of Julia Domna right/lo and city-goddess standing and clasping hands, City symbol “Mem” between them, Year 263. Ros-150. VF, heavy green patina. Very scarce, I have no record of offering this coin in at least 17 years! $250


*69 **GERASA, Commodus.** 177-192. Æ19 (6.06g). Laur bust right/Tyche wearing crown, seated left on rock, upper body turned right, holding ears of barley , half-figure of river-god swimming left. Sp-22, Ros-27. Nice VF. $250

*70 **NEAPOLIS, Domitian.** 81-96. Æ24 (17.07g). Laur bust of Domitian right/4 line legend within wreath, year 11 = 82/83 AD. Ros-1, BMC-1. Nice VF. Scarce. $600+

*71 **NEAPOLIS, Antoninus Pius.** 138-141 AD. Æ Medallion 33mm, 22.31g . Laureate bust right/ Mt. Gerizim, consisting of 2 masses, ravine in center, leading to roadway. Shrine at top. year 88? Ros-9, BMC-23. F/Gd Fine. A rare and attractive coin. A similar but a bit nicer coin in the Shoshana sale sold for over $3800! $2000+
*72 NEAPOLIS, Elagaballus. 218-222. Æ20 (8.12g). Laureate bust right, with countermark of A (?) on neck/Mt. Gerizim showing the colonnade, stairs, roadway, shrines, temple and altar. Ros-39, ANS-1003, BMC-99. Fine, seldom offered with countermark. $75+

*73 SEBASTE, Commodus. 177-192. Æ26 (11.97g). Laureate bust right/Demeter holding torch and riding serpent-chariot of Triptolemos who stands on left, dated 216 = 191 AD. Demeter is seeking her daughter Kore-Persephone in the underworld. VG-F. Unpublished? Exceedingly rare reverse type, See Meshorer’s City Coins of Eretz-Israel, page 44 #116 for a similar reverse with Caracalla on the obverse. I cannot find another example of this coin! $750+?

*74 SEBASTE, Commodus. 177-192. Æ21 (8.96g). Laureate bust of Commodus right/ Turreted bust of Tyches right, date at end of legend, 215 = 190/191 AD.. Ros-12, SNG-ANS-1076 sim. Choice VF. Nice green patina. I cannot recall offering this coins before! $250+

*75 SEBASTE, Caracalla. 198-217. Æ23.5 (11.53g). Laureate bust right/Hades in galloping quadriga right, looking back and carrying Persephone in arm, Eros flying above. “The Rape of Persephone”. Ros-22. Nice VF, Pretty green patina. I can recall only one or two other specimens of this coin that we’ve had in the past 17+ years. And this is by far the nicest. $300+

*76 TIBERIAS, Trajan 98-117. Laureate bust right/City-goddesss, standing on prow of galley, head left, holding rudder and cornucopia. Year 81 = 99/100. Ros-5, SNG Cop-1099. Nice VF+, legends a tad weak in spots. High grade for this coin and much nicer than the 2 published specimens cited. $650

*77 TIBERIAS, Hadrian 117-138 Æ19 (5.00g). Laureate bust right/Nike standing left, holding wreath and palm-branch. Ros-14. Fine, ex Amphora inventory. $75+

ANCIENT GREEK, GREEK-IMPERIAL, ROMAN AND BYZANTINE COINS

*78 SPAIN. Obulco. 120-20 BC. Æ Dupondius (43.74g), 38mm. Female head right/Plow and grain-ear. Burgos-1391. F/G+, rim nick. $100+

79 APULIA, Arpi. 3rd Century BC. Pair of bronze coins. Bull butting right/Horse prancing right.19mm and 21mm. Both VG-F, or later. As SG-570. Not particularly high grade, but scarce and seldom offered. $75+

*80 SARDINIA (Sardo-Punic). 3rd Century BC. Under Carthage. Æ15 (5.01g). Head of Tanit left/Horse galloping right. aVF, nice green patina, but somewhat porous. Very scarce. $75+?

81 SICILY, Syracuse. 357-344 BC. Æ Trias (17mm, 3.12g). Female head left/Dolphin leaping right above scallop-shell. SG-1187, SNG ANS-417. Obverse overstruck over something. SNG ANS dates this to about 405 BC and identifies the female head as Arethusa. Gd Fine, bit rough $75

*82 SICILY, Syracuse. Reign of Hiketas. 288-279 BC. Æ20 (7.51g). Head of Persephone, wreathed with corn, left/Galloping bifa right. SG-1209, Lind, II-580. VF/Fine, attractive. $75+?

83 SICILY, Syracuse. Reign of Hiketas. 288-279 BC. Æ22 (8.98g). Laureate head of Zeus Hellanios left/Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, wings open. SG-1211, SNG ANS-809. Fine, heavy green patina and a bit rough $100?

*84 SICILY, Syracuse. Roman Rule. After 212 BC. Æ20 (6.59g). Laureate head of Zeus right/Tyche standing left, holding rudder and scepter, prow behind. SNG ANS-1061. Fine+, green-brown patina, but porous. Rarely seen. $175+?

85 SICILY, Syracuse. Roman Rule. after 212 BC. Æ19 (6.41g). Head of Persephone right/ Demeter standing with long torch and scepter. SNG ANS-1090, Lind-II, 606. VF, but a bit porous. Seldom offered. $60+?
*86 EPEIROTE REPUBLIC. 238-168 BC. Silver Drachm (4.44g). Head of Zeus Dodonaios right wreathed with oak/Eagle standing right on thunderbolt in oak wreath. SG-1996, SNG Cop-119. VF $150+

*87 IONIA. Teos. 5th Century BC. Silver Tetartemorion (.31g) . Griffin seated right/incuse square. GVF+. Very nice little coin. $225+

*88 SELEUKID KINGS, Antiochus IV (175-164 BC). Æ27 of Antioch. Head of Isis right/ Eagle standing right, legends to either side. SNG Israel-981, Hoover-644, SG-6986. Gd. Fine, somewhat scarce. $75

*89 PHOENICIA, Tyre. 450-400 BC. Silver Obol or 1/16 Shekel (.47g) . Dolphin left in circle of dots/Owl standing , head facing, holding crook and flail, all in dotted border and in slightly incuse circle. BMC-8. Choice VF $250+

*90 PHOENICIA, Tyre. After 126 BC. Fouree Shekel (Silver-plated copper). 10.55g. Bust of Melkarth right/Eagle standing on thunderbolt left. Crude VF, Silver plating peeling from reverse, obverse is decent. Rare as such. $500?

*91 PHOENICIA. Tyre. 126 BC-65 AD (82/81 BC). AR Shekel (14.01g). Laureate bust of Melkarth right/Eagle stg l., on club, date EM (year 45) to left, Delta to right, Phoneician Aleph between legs.. BMC-136ff, Cohen-R2. Toned VF, minor porosity. $1450

*92 PHOENICIA. Tyre. 126 BC-65 AD (86/85 BC). AR Shekel (13.14). Laureate bust of Melkarth right/Eagle stg l., on club, date AM ?(year 491 to left, Delta to between legs, Phoneician Aleph right. BMC-134. VF, but porous. $875

*93 PHOENICIA, Tyre. 126 BC-65 AD (33/34 AD). AR Shekel (14.47g) . Laureate bust of Melkarth right. Year of Crucifixion (Pr, R4, C-Scarce)/Eagle stg l., on club, PNO (= year 159 = 33/34 AD.) left, KP to right, “9” between legs. BMC-204, Pr-1423, RPC-4663, H-1620. VF. $2500+

*94 PHOENICIA, Tyre. After 126 (46/47 AD). AR Half Shekel (6.43g) . Laureate head of Melqart right/Eagle standing left on t-bolt, club to left, POB , year 1 72 - 46/47 AD. Rare date (Cohen R2). H-1621v, unl in RPC, BMC.. VF, bit oxidized. In an Email, Ed Cohen author of Dated Coins of Antiquity told me that this is only the 2nd of this dated he has verified! $1000+

*95 ELYMAIS KINGS. Uncertain king. Kamnaskires IV-VI (?) . Late 1st Cent. BC to 1st Cent. AD. Bi Tetradrachm (15.37g) . Bust left with long pointed beard. star in crescent above anchor behind/ Crude male bust left, legend around. While crude and blurred this is a nice example of an early type. SGI-5884v. Toned. VF/F. $350

*96 PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy I. 323-283 BC. AR Tetradrachm (14.06). Head of Alexander the Great r/Athena Alkidemos stg. right. SNG Cop-25ff. F+, bit porous . $400

*97 ROMAN EGYPT. Hadrian 117-138. Æ Drachm (24.69). Bust laureate, draped and cuirassed right./Alexandria kissing the emperor’s hand to welcome him in her city; he stands, left, laureate and togate, holding scepter in left hand; Alexandria, wearing elephant-skin headdress, steps right towards the emperor, grasps and holds wheat ears and poppy in her left hand; L - I E in left and middle field. Commemorates Hadrian’s arrival in Egypt in 130 AD. Emm-964, Dat-1610. GVF. Rare reverse type. $600+


*99 ROMAN EGYPT. Maximus Caesar. 235-238, Year 3. Æ Tetradrachm (12.73) . Bust right/Bust of Zeus Ammon right. M-3246, Emm-3339, Unlisted by Curtis, Koln and BMC. VF, obv. porous. Scarce. $100+

*101 **ROME Cn. Lucretius Trio.** 136 BC. Silver Denarius (3.88g). Helmeted head of Roma right, "TRIO" behind/Discuri galloping right, CN LVCR below, ROMA in ex. SR-114, Lucretia-1, Craw-237/1a. VF. **$140**

*102 **T. Quinctius Flamininus** 126 BC. Silver Denarius (3.90g). Helmeted head of Roma right, XVI monogram below chin, apex behind/Discour galloping right, T-Q divided by Macedonian shield below, ROMA in ex. SR-143, Qunctitia-2, Craw-267/1. Choice toned VF+. **$175**

*103 **ANONYMOUS**. c. 86 BC. Silver Denarius (3.66g). Laureate head of Apollo right, thunderbolt below/Jupiter in quadriga right. SR-266, Syd-723. Nice VF. **$150**

*104 **L. AEMILIUS LEPIDUS PAULLUS.** 62 BC. Silver Denarius (4.08g). Veiled diademed head of Concordia right/Togate fique of L. Aemilius Paullus standing left touching trophy to left of which stands King Perseus of Macedon and his two sons as captives. SR-366, Aemilia-10, Craw-415/1. Toned VF on slightly oval flan. **$140**

*105  **M. AEMILIUS SCARUS & P. PLAUTIUS. HYPSAEUS.** c. 58 BC. Silver Denarius (3.95g). King Aretas kneeling right beside camel, presenting olive branch Rex Aretas in ex./Jupiter in qudriga left, brandishing thunderbolt, scorpion below horses, legends above, to right and in ex.. SR-379, Hen-1441 (740), Aemila-8. VF+ a touch off-center. Judaean related, struck to commemorate the defeat of Aretas III who was a supporter of John Hyrcanus II against his brother Judah Aristobulus II. **$150**

*106  **A. PLAUTIUS.** 55 BC. Silver Denarius (3.87g). Turreted head of Cybele right/"Bacchius the Jew" (presumably Judah Aristobulus) kneeling right besides camel, with palm branch in hand. bacchivs in ex, ivdaevs on right. SR-395, Hen-1443, Crawford 431/1; Sydenham 932; Plautia 13. Near VF, toned, small banker’s mark or bump on obverse. One of two Judaean related Roman Republic coins. **$150**

*107 **SEXTUS POMPEY.** 43-36 BC. Æ As (13.60g). Laureate head of Janus with features of Pompey the Great/Prow of Galley right. PIVS above, IMP below. SR-1394, Cr-479/1. Nice Fine, nice green patina but rough surfaces. **$100**

*108 **P. CLODIUS.** 42 BC. Silver Denarius (3.99g). Laureate head of Apollo right, lyre behind/Diana Lucifera standing right, holding long lighted torch in each hand, bow & quiver at shoulder. SR-492, Claudia-15, Craw-494/23. Toned VF, obverse slightly off-center, softly struck in spots. Scarce late Republican type. **$140**

*109 **AUGUSTUS.** 27 BC-14 AD. Silver Denarius (3.85g). Laureate bust right/Caius & Lucius Caesars standing and facing with shields & spears between them and simpulum to left and lituus to right between the spears. SR-1597, RIC-207, RSC-43. Toned VF, slightly off-center. Although the denarius of Tiberius is usually considered to be the “Tribute Penny” of the New Testament there are numerous other people who believe that this denarius of Augustus is more likely to be the “Tribute Penny”. Included among them are Harvey Shore (Celator, January 1996), Michael Grant, the well known British historian of Rome and Greek, and Dr. Peter Lewis of Australia. **$400+**

*110 **VESPAVIAN, 79-81 Silver Denarius (3.47g). Laureate head right/Mourning Judaea sits right to right of trophy, head resting on hand, IVFDAEA in ex. H-1479, SR-2296. Toned VF, irregular flan, small flaw on reverse. **$400+**

*111 **VESPAVIAN.** 69-79. Æ Sestertius (22.05g) . Laureate head right/Jewish captive sitting right at right of palm tree, emperor standing left. IVDAEA CAPTA SC. RIC-427, Hen-1504. VG-F/G-VG, porous. A low grade example of a very rare coin. The obverse isn’t bad, with a
clear portrait of Vespasian and most of the legend visible. The reverse is weak but enough parts of the emperor, the captive and the palm are visible to ascertain the type. When tilted a certain way “CAPTA” and “SC” are visible and parts of the letters in IVDAEA.

*112 VESPASIAN. 69-79 Æ As (12.13g). Laureate head right/Victory standing right on galley, holding wreath and palm, VICTORIA NAVALIS SC. Hen-779 (4th ed.), SR-2355. aVF, heavy green patina. While not specifically mentioning Judaea, it is generally assumed that this type was struck to commemorate Roman naval victories at Joppa and Tiberias during the Jewish War. Hendin specifically listed this type in his 4th edition and discusses the general type in the 5th edition.

*113 DIVUS VESPASIAN. 69-79. Silver Denarius (2.83g). Laureate head right/Victory advancing left, placing shield on trophy, a mourning Jewess sits left below, EX - SC in field. A Judaea Capta issue struck under Titus 80-81. H-1586 (772,a) RIC-59a (Titus), SR-2565. F-VF, but a bit rough on reverse.

*114 DIVUS VESPASIAN. 69-79. Silver Denarius (3.26g). Laureate head right/Victory advancing left, placing shield on trophy, a mourning Jewess sits left below, EX - SC in field. A Judaea Capta issue struck under Titus 80-81. H-1586 (772,a) RIC-59a (Titus), SR-2565. aVF, but also rough. Less wear than the above lot, but a tad rougher

*115 NERVA. 96-98 (struck 97 AD). Æ Sestertius (27.02g). Laureate head right/Palm tree, SC, FISCI IVDAICI CALVMNIA SVBLATA. Full legend!. Struck to commemorate the “method” of collecting the Jewish tax or perhaps even the tax itself. SR-1603b, RIC-82, SR-3044. Nice VF, green patina, light smoothing, a tad rough on reverse with full legends. Ex Dr. Stephen Gerson collection where it sold for $27,600 (including buyer’s fee). An example in the recent Shoshana collection sold for more than $77,000 (including buyer’s fee). While the specimen being offered here is not quite as nice as that one, the Shoshana piece is certainly not 5 times nicer than this one. Ex Patrick Tan and Stephen Gerson collections

*116 SABINA, wife of Hadrian. Silver denarius (2.78g). Draped bust right/Venus standing right, drawing out fold of drapery from shoulder and holding apple. SR-3924, RIC-396, RSC-73. Toned VF, slightly irregular flan


*118 CARACALLA. 198-217. Silver Denarius (3.48g) . Laureate bust right/Virtus stg right, foot on helmet, holding spear and parazonium. SR-6869, RIC-112. VF, small flan crack.

*119 GETA, as Caesar. 209-211. Silver Denarius (3.31g). Draped bare-headed bust right/ Nobilitas standing right, holding scepter and palladium. SR-7184, RIC-13a, RSC-90. Nice VF, flan crack.

*120 ELAGABALUS. 218-222. Silver Antoninianus (5.61g) of Antioch. Radiate head right/ Mars advancing right holding spear & trophy. Very rare with this obverse legend. (IMP CAES ANTONINUS AVG) RIC-120, SR-7491v (but a different obverse legend). EF.

*121 PHILIP I. 244-249. Silver Antoninianus (4.10g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right/Emperor, veiled, standing left, sacrificing over tripod and holding wand. RIC-IV, 75b (R), RSC-13. SR-Unlisted. EF and seldom seen.

*122 TREBONIANUS GALLUS. 251-253. Silver Antoninianus (4.06g) . Radiate head right/Roma seated l, holding Victory and spear, shield at side. Ilv in ex .Antioch mint. SR-9647, RIC-89. EF, tad rough obv.. Another scarce and attractive coin from the Antioch mint.$100+

*122 OTACILIA SEVERA, wife of Philip I. Silver Antoninianus (3.79g) of Antioch. Bust of Otacilia Severa right, crescent behind shoulders/Juno standing left, holding patera and scepter. SR-9152, RIC-127, RSC-20. Choice toned EF.
*123 **PHILIP II**, 247-249. Silver Antoninianus (4.41g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right/Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. SR-9258, C-1. GVF and scarce. $100+

*124 **PHILIP II**, 247-249. Silver Antoninianus (4.20g) of Antioch. Radiate bust left/Felicitas standing left holding long caduceus and cornucopia. SR-9270, RIC-235, RSC-39. VF, but somewhat pitted field. Scarce. $75+

*125 **TRAJAN DECIUS**. 249-251 Silver Antoninianus (3.96g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right/Aequitas standing left with scales and cornucopia, legends ends in AVGG. SR-9367, RIC-IV, 45 (R), RSC-9b. aEF, struck on oval flan, some parts of legend flat but overall an attractive coin which is seldom seen on the market. $125+

*126 **HOSTILIAN, as Caesar**. 251 AD. Silver Antoninianus (3.39g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right, dot below bust/Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. SR-9553, RIC-194b, RSC-4c. GVF, tad porous. Very scarce. $175+

*128 **VOLUSIAN**. 251-253. Silver Antoninianus (4.54g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right/Felicitas standing left holding long caduceus and cornucopia. FELICTAS PVBL. SR-9746, RIC-205, RSC-32. Choice EF. Scarce and very attractive. $100+

*129 **VOLUSIAN**. 251-253. Silver Antoninianus (3.59g) of Antioch. Radiate bust right, dot below bust/Victory standing right on globe, holding wreath and palm. SR-9774, RIC-IV-238a (R), RSC-126b. GVF, a bit porous. Another rare issue of Antioch. $100+

*130 **SALONINA, wife of Gallienus**. Silver Antoninianus (3.34g) of Antioch. Bust of Salonina right on crescent/Pudicitia standing left, drawing veil from face & holding transverse scepter. No officiana marks in field. SR-10648, RIC-24. EF. $100+

*131 **BYZANTINE. Constans II**. 644-668. Gold Solidus (4.48). Facing bust of Constans with long beard, holding cross and long mustache/Cross potent on 3 steps, Officina I(?) Constantinople mint. SB-956. EF. $550+

*132 **BYZANTINE. Leo V.** 813-820. Æ Follis (4.25g). Facing busts of Leo (on left) and Constantine on right/Large AK with pellet in between and cross above. SB-1635. Nice VF, a bit off-center and slightly porous. $75

**MODERN AND MEDIEVAL COINS, MEDALS AND TOKENS OF THE WORLD**

*133 **ANGLO-GALLIC. Aquitaine: Edward the Black Prince.** 1362-72. Hardi d’argent of Poiters (.96g). Half-length figure of the Prince/Long cross divides legend. Elias 205b. aVF, natural split on reverse. Ex S. George Tucker, sold by Owl (the late John Barton) 10/81, #154 $250

*134 **ANGLO-GALLIC. France: Henry VI.** 1422-1453. AR Grand Blanc aux Ecu (3.11g) . Shields of France and England, name above/Latin cross, fleur-de-lis to left, leopard to right. Leopard mintmark above (Rouen mint). Elias 287. VF. $350

*135 **ARGENTINA-United States.** ND. Æ 26.5mm. Head of “Argentina” left. “Republica Argentina Libertad” around/Eagle “10 D” below, “United States of America” around. Like $10 gold coin. Unlisted tcounter or token. Choice glossy mostly red unc. $100+

*137 **ARMENIA. Hetoum I and Zabel.** 1226-1270. AR Tram. (2.75g). King and Queen standing, cross between them, star on cross, & doty to right/Lion walking right, holding a cross with left paw. AC-333v, B-856b. Nice VF, some flat areas. Many people consider Armenian coins to be a legitimate Crusader type coin. $75+

*138 **ARMENIA. Hetoum I and Zabel.** 1226-1270. AR Tram. (2.80). King and Queen standing, cross between them, dot on cross/Lion walking right, holding a cross with left paw.. AC-334v, B-930v. Choice VF. Crusader related coin. $75+

*139 **AUSTRALIA. Melbourne, Annand Smith & Co.** ND. Penny Token. Legend. Issued 1849, the first Australian token!/Brittania seated left on rock. This reverse is from dies prepared for 1806 Soho Penny. KM-Tn16.2, Sk-24. EF, some red. A few small nicks. $250
*140 AUSTRALIA. Melbourne, Fenwick Brothers. ND. Penny Token. Legend around a flagstaff and signal station/Head of Queen Victoria left in beaded circle. Ren-130, A-120, KM-Tn66. VF and rare. $300+

*141 AUSTRALIA. Melbourne, Robison Bros. 1862. Penny Token 34mm. Thick Planchet. Legend within circle, another outside of circle/Vine branch, legend around. Ren-455, A-463, KM-Tn205. VF+, some verdigris reverse $300+


*144 AUSTRALIA, Internment Camp. ND. WWII. 1 Shilling. Camp-1263, KM-Tn3, Feller AU-972. Brown EF, a few spots. Seldom offered for sale. $250?

*145 AUSTRALIAN NETHERLANDS. Maria Theresia. 1775. Kronenthaler. Brussels mint (Head mm). Dav-1282, KM-21. VF, some light adjustment marks both sides. $100+

*146 AXUMITE. Anonymous. c. 340-425 AD. Æ Unit (15mm, 1.24g). Draped bust right, wearing headcloth, normal legend, but missing “I” “King of Habasat”?/Legend, “May this please the country” around central cross in circle. MH-52, MACW-382ff. F-VF, rev. a bit o.c. $120+

*147 AXUMITE. Wazena. Early to Mid 6th Century. Æ Unit (16mm, .98g). Half length bust right, wheat stalk in front/Cross crosslet,with a touch of the original gold inlay intact. MH-120, MACW-420. F/F-VF. $125

*148 AXUMITE. Gersem. c. 600 AD. Æ Unit (16mm, .84g). Facing crowned bust holding two cross-scepters/Greek-style cross with flared arms in a diamond-like circle of dots, “He conquers through Christ”. MH-148, MACW-429-430. Nice Fine/Fine+. Scarce type $150+

*149 AXUMITE. Armah. c. 630-650 AD. Æ Unit (17mm, 1.15g). Crowned and draped full-length figure of Armah seated right holding long scepter/Cross connected to ring of wheat stalks by a stem, a touch of gold inlay visible. MH-153, MACW-423-427. aVF. $150

*150 BAHAMAS, Grand Bahama Club. c. 1950. Set of 4 C-N tokens. 4 1/2d, 9d, 1/9 and 3/6 Shilling. Grand Bahama club around sailfish/Grand Bahamas Value above sailfish, with value. Byrne-27, Rulau Bms 20-23. aEF $50+

*151 BELGIUM. Brussels. ND. Æ Jeton (32.5mm). Crested arms of d’Armstorff. Pierre-Josse d’Armstorff was treasurer of Brussel in 1660’s. Two men in ship approaching land/ Two figures flanking arms. Dug-4343. VF. A magnificent view of the ship $65+

*152 BELGIUM. Brussels. 1678 Æ Jeton. Sailing ship along canal blown by the wind, shields above/Legend with date in chronogram. Dug-4392, Mitch-2766. Issued for Leonard van der Noot who was in his 4th term as intendent of the Brussels canal. Nice VF, some planchet flaws. This seems to be the scarcer of two similar types issued for van der Noot. A similar piece was sold by Jean Elsen for 250 in 2009. $100+


*154 BELGIUM. Liege. Church of St. Lambret. ND (1685). Æ 20 mm Token. Skull & Crossed bones/Crossed bones. Used at Funeral Services. 1st Anti-Smoking token?. Eklund-86, Neumann-13920. Nice VF. This charity token is known with dates of 1653 and 1686. However this undated type seems to be the scarcest. $225+

*155 BRAZIL. Pedro II. Æ 29mm Bust left/Arms of Brazil and Portugal, legend around. Mint visit of Pedro II to Portugal. Red and brown Au-Unc. Scarce? $50+

*156 BULGARIA. Ivan Alexander. 1331-1371 (After 1355). AR Grosh of Turnovo (1.57g) . Emperor & saint to either side of standard/Christ standing, facing forward. 2nd issue. Exceptional condition . VF+. $50+

*157 BULGARIA. Ivan Stratsimir. 1356-95. AR Grosh (.83g). Bust of Christ holding
Gospels/Ivan enthroned holding scepter and mappa. Youroukova-107, CME-388. VF. $75

158 BULGARIA. Ferdinand I, as Czar. 1913. 2 Leva. Bust left/Value and date with wreath. KM-32, Y-29. Ch. toned Unc. $50+


160 CHINA, Kwangtung. Group of coins 10¢ (1890-1900) Y-200 3 coins (VF, AU, Unc); 10¢ Year 18. Y-425 2 coins (AU & Unc); 20¢ (1890-1908) Y-201 4 coins (VF, EF, toned unc and BU; 20¢ Year 2 Nice Unc, Year 7 EF, Year 8 VG & Lightly toned unc., Year 9 EF, Year 10 GVF, Year 11 (2 unc) Y-423 and Year 18 Toned VF+. Y-426. 18 silver coins. $125+

161 CHINA, Yunnan. Group of silver coins. 10¢ (1911) Y-255 VF; 20¢ Year 38 Y-493 3 coins VF-VF+ and 50 Cents Y-257.2 Fine. 5 silver coins. $50+

*162 CHINA, People Republic. 1980 Group of Proof Olympic Coins. Wrestlers, Equestrian, Soccer Players in ancient garb, Skier with snowflake design, Woman figure skater, Biathlete, Speed skater. 7 choice proof coins struck in brass, the first 30mm, the last 35mm. Scarce and in demand. $175+?


166 COLOMBIA, Republic. 1827 RU 1 Gold Escudo. Fr-72, KM-81.2. F/VF, obverse scratches in field. Minimum bid $150 $175+

*167 CRUSADERS. Antioch, Bohemond II, Minority. 1149-1163. AR Denier (.85g). Bare head right, roundish head with sharp eye/Cross pattee. CCS-23. VF+. $200+

*168 CURACAO. Jesurun & Co. c. 1880. 1 Stuiver. . “J & Co”/“1 Stuiver.” KM-TN1, Sch-1408, Rulau Cur-5. Jewish Merchant Token. Toned EF. In our sale 40E we sold a similar EF for $110. $95


*171 EAST AFRICA. George VI. 1950. Ten Cents. Y-34, KM-34. Choice VF+. ERROR, well misplaced center hole. The actual hole is virtually over where the hole should make it look like an “8”. $150+

*172 FRANCE. Carolingian, Charles the Bald. 840-877. AR Denier (1.57g) of Orleons. GRATIA D-I REX around royal monogram/AVRELIANIS CIVITAS around cross. . MEC-877, SCMF-1421. Toned Choice EF+. $425+

*173 FRANCE. Aquitaine, William X. 1126-36. AR Denier (.88g) of Bordeaux . 4 small crosses in circle/Cross. Duplessy-1020. Toned aEF. $75+

*174 FRANCE. Besancon, Anonymous Archbishops. c. 1300. Bi Denier (.87g). Hand with two fingers raised/Cross. P.A-122.8, . aVF. $70+

*175 FRANCE. Henry III. 1578-9 (Rennes). Franc d’Argent (13.72g) . Bust right, “9” below (= Rennes mint). Henry as King of France and Poland/“H” with cross of Fleur-de-lis. Duplessy-1130. Gd Fine. $300+

*176 FRANCE. Henry IV. 1599. 1/4 Ecu of Navarre . Fleur-de-lis cross/Crowned arms of France and Navarre. Duplessy-1238. VF, small clip at about 8 o’clock on obverse. $250

*177 FRANCE. Napoleon, as Premier Consul. Republic. AN-12L (Bayonne). 5 Francs. Bare head right/5 Francs, within wreath, “Republique Francaise” and date around. Sc., struck only year XI & 12. KM-659.9, Cr-145, Dav-82. Fine. Early portrait crowns of Napoleon are always in demand. $200

*178 GERMANY. Nordlinger. 1650. Klippe Silver Medal or 1/8 Medallic Taler. Noah’s Ark,
dove flying left with branch above. On Peace of Westphalia/Crowned double eagle with Nordlinger coat of arms. Pax in Nummis-1154, Sim Fr-1796 in gold. VF, mount removed. $400+

*179 GERMANY. Westphalia. Jerome Napoleon. 1812/09-B. 1/6 Taler. Unlisted overdate. Struck at Brunswick. Cr-11. Cr-11. Au-Unc. This type is seldom seen so nice. The unlisted overdate makes this an even more desirable coin. $375+?

*180 GERMANY Goetz medal. (England). Sinking of Lusitania. 5 May 1915. Bronze 55mm (English Propaganda Copy). Ship sinking, date as 5 May instead of 7 Mai/People lined up at ticket window buying tickets from “Death”. Goetz had been supplied the wrong date (5th instead of the 7th) of the sinking and the British quickly claimed that the wrong date proved that the Germans had planned to sink the ship themselves. Opus-156v. EF. This is bronze, not iron! $60+


*182 GREAT BRITAIN. Anne in the name of James III. Undated (probably 1701-1710). Silver 16.5 (2,67g) “Touchpiece”. Ship, legend/St. Michael slaying the devil. Gd Fine and pierced for suspension. A touch-piece was a coin, or in this case a silver jeton, which was handed by the monarch to a patient suffering from the “king’s evil”, a form of scrofula or tuberculosis. The practice had its origin in a belief in the power of the kings to cure diseases. Presumably Charles I was the first monarch to claim this power and Anne was the last. They are all pierced as they were hung around the neck of the afflicted person. Struck possibly from dies by Norbert Roettiers. Spink sold a similar example of this piece in March of 2008 for 480£ ($960) plus a buyer’s fee $350+


*184 GREAT BRITAIN. George II. 1731 Set of 34 Medals of the Kings and Queen of England by J. Dassier. William I through George III (stuck later), missing Richard I, but including the Oliver Cromwell piece as well as one for Caroline. One of the most important and magnificent works by Jean Dassier who was perhaps the most important 18th century medalist. The George III medal by J. Marrian (BHM-997), the others Eimer-526. This is kind of a mongrel set as the majority are struck 41mm original medal but 12 are slightly smaller cast medals. The medals feature a bust of the emperor on the obverse and a stylized tomb on the other with the exception of the dedicatory medal for George II. Most are choice EF, a few have edge bumps or minor nicks. This set comes with an impressive pedigree. A short letter accompanies this set from John C. Porter who worked for Art Kagin at the time to George Fuld, the well known Civil War Token authority who has been involved in numismatics for 60+ years. This all in a Kagin’s envelope (from their St. Louis offices!) to George Fuld. $1750+

*185 HUNGARY. Bela III or Stephan IV (Imitative of Justin & Sophia Byzantine coins). 1162-1163 or 1172-1196. Æ Bracteate Follis (2.50g). Kings Bela and Stephen enthroned/Seated Madonna with child. An unusual type which was probably struck during time of Manuel I’s invasion of Hungary. Rethy-98, Hus-72. EF, green patina. $75

*186 HUNGARY. Bela III or Stephan IV (Imitative of Justin & Sophia Byzantine coins). 1162-1163 or 1172-1196. Æ Bracteate Follis (2.94g) As above, but a bit nicer. Rethy-98, Hus-72. Choice EF+. $90


*188 IRELAND. Curragh Internment Camp. 1940 1 Pence brass Uniface token. Feller IR-1650, Campbell-5550. VF+, cleaned. Scarce. $100?

*189 ISLE OF MAN, Onchan. World War II Internment Camp. ND 1/2 Pence. Legend, denomination/Triquetra at center. Feller IM-Camp-5541, KM-TN23. The British used this
camp to house mainly German Internees, as they were the enemy during WWII. In reality most likely the majority were German Jews who was escaping persecution by the Nazis. Choice EF-AU, this is the scarcest of the 3 denominations and the first intact piece we’ve offered in more than 11 years! In our sale 39D a choice EF piece with two holes sold for $335!

*190 ISLE OF MAN. Onchan WWII Internment Camp. ND. 1 Pence . Triquetra at center. Cambell-5542, KM-TN24, Feller IM-1421. Au-Unc, with die break at about 5:30 on the denomination side. We have seen the 1 Pence token with and without the die break. We do not know if the die was replaced after the die broke or the die was still in use until the last of the tokens were struck.  $125?


*192 ISRAEL 1962. Exceedingly rare. “Mem-less” Gold Weizmann set. 50 & 100 Lirot Proof Gold Coins struck by the Berne mint but without the Mem. KM-40 & 41, Fr-2 & 3, Haffner G2/G3. No more than 10 sets exist. I believe I may have seen a set sometime in the late 1970’s or early 80’s. The only recent record of one of these sets selling in auction is a 2011 sale of Stack’s where the coins sold for $12,000 (+15%). 2 nice Proofs, a few minor marks in the field. In box of issue. An incredible opportunity to purchase one of the true rarities of all modern gold coins! See The Shekel Vol V, #2, p. 20 when Sylvia Haffner first makes mention of these. Interestingly she was first made aware of the existence after someone saw the picture of the coins in the 2nd edition of her book and saw that they did NOT have Mems. She said that the pictures were obtained from the IGCMC. In the first edition of her book only one coin had a Mem. $12,000+?


*197 ISRAEL. Gold Coins of Israel V. 1996-1999. 1996 3000th year of Jerusalem, 2 Piece Nightingale & Fig, Miriam & the Women, Yitzhak Rabin, Port of Caesarea; 1997 100 Years of Zionism Lion & Pomegranate 2 Piece set; 1998 2 Piece 50th Anniversary, Noah’s Ark; 1999 High Tech, 2 Piece Stork & Fir Tree, The Millennium and Stars over the Holyland. 16 choice gold Proof coins. In beautiful Capital Plastics lucite holder, gold on blue. Some rare and popular coins in this group. Most of these coins have mintages less than 1000. Minimum bid $15,000 $17,000+

*198 ISRAEL 50th Anniversary Gold 10 and 20 Sheqalim 1998. 2 Proof coins, Fr-69/70, KM-312/313. In case of issue. 2 scarce gold coins. We’ve had lots of people asking for these
(especially the larger piece) and this is the first we’ve offered in almost 7 years. Minimum bid $2825 $3000+

*199 ISRAEL. Wild Goat and Acacia Tree 2000 1 & 5 New Sheqalim Gold Coins. KM-348 & KM-350, Fr-80/81. 2 Proof coins, both with very low mintages. KM lists the mintage as 700, but our information suggests that the mintage is really only 600 of each! These are the first we have in 10 years and the first we’ve ever offered at auction! $950+

*200 ISRAEL. Rachel and Jacob. 2005. 1 Shekel Gold coin. KM-405, Fr-91. Proof. Regular “non-error” type In olivewood case of issue. We’ve only had this once before, where we sold one via private treaty for $125. We have seen them for sale for $150. $120

*201 ISRAEL. Rachel and Jacob Error coin. 2005. 1 Shekel Gold coin. KM-405a, Fr-91a. Proof. “Error” variety. The Arabic “a” in the word Israel was omitted by the die engraver. Rare. We’ve only had this once before, where we sold one via private treaty for $200. We have seen them for sale for $250. In olivewood case of issue. $175+


*203 ISRAEL. Large size artwork for the 1949 5 Pruta coin in black on cardboard and signed below by Otto Wallish the designer of the coins. As the accepted design with the word “Specimen” under the written Hebrew word “Prutot” Cardboard is c. 7 3/4 x 9", the “coin” is c. 153 mm. Very rare. (See lots 376-386 for paper money proofs by Wallish).$3500+

*204 ISRAEL. Large size artwork for the 1949 10 Pruta coin in black on cardboard and signed below by Otto Wallish the designer of the coins. As the accepted design with the word “Specimen” under the written Hebrew word “Prutot” Cardboard is c. 8 x 9/8", the “coin” is c. 159 mm. Very rare. (See lots 376-386 for paper money proofs by Wallish). $3500+

*205 ISRAEL. (1948) 5708 25 Mils. KM-8, P1. EF, some scratches evident on this aluminum coin. Israel’s 1st coin! The only one dated during its first year! Also included in this lot is another, that in VF. 2 25 Mils 1948. $200+

*206 ISRAEL. (1948) 5708 25 Mils. KM-8, P1. Nice Uncirculated, a few field marks. Israel’s 1st coin! The only one dated during its first year! Rare in such a high grade! $500?

*207 ISRAEL. 1948 25 Mils Uniface. KM-8, P1b. With 3 raised dots on blank side. VF+, some discoloration. Rare, 1st we’ve offered since 2003. $400+?

*208 ISRAEL. 1948 and 1949 25 Mils. Pair of coins. 1948 VF, 1949 Open Link type. EF. $100+

209 ISRAEL. 1949 250 Pruta (1949-H) and 500 Pruta, both struck in silver. KM-15a & 16, P-26 and P-27. Both uncr., in custom Capital plastic type holder. $50+

210 ISRAEL. Group of 6 scarce varieties. 1 Agora 1961 Wide Date (2), 5 Agorot 1962 Small Date (2) and 10 Agorot 1962 Small Date. 6 uncirculated coins $100+


*215 ISRAEL. Isaiah and the wolf and the lamb. 2007/5767. 1 & 2 New Sheqalim. 12th in
the Biblical Art Series. KM-429/430, H-40/40a. Proof-like BU and Proof. 2 scarce coins. $150+


218 ISRAEL. 1970 Mikveh Israel 10 Lirot Anniversary Commemorative, with slightly double struck obverse. KM-55, A-13b. The doubling is especially apparent on the “0” of the 10 in the denomination. BU, scarce. $50+


*220 ISRAEL. 2008/5768. 60th Anniversary. 1 & 2 New Sheqalim. KM-441/446, A-51/51A. Proof-like BU and Proof. The Proof becoming increasingly difficult to find. $175?


*223 ISRAEL. 1971. “Berne Die” 10 Lirot. Let My People in Proof. The rare type with the “open” mem and the legend away from the rim. Only 80 pieces struck. In custom plastic holder also containing the common Jerusalem die specimen. KM-59.1 & KM-59.2. This is ex Lot #387 from our sale 35B ($650). We haven’t offered one since and that was the first we offered since 1996! $700+


226 ISRAEL. Pidyon Haben Silver Crowns. 1970-1977, 8 choice Proof coins. PH-1A-7A, 8. KM-56, 57, 61, 70, 76, 80, 86 & 89. A complete date set of this ever popular series.$250

227 ISRAEL. Wildlife Series. 1991 Dove and Cedar Tree. 1 and 2 New Sheqalim. BU and Proof. KM-220/221, HLW-1/1a. The first issue of this ever popular series. All these coins are becoming very difficult to locate. $75+


*230 ISRAEL. Wildlife Series. 1994 Leopard & Palm Tree. 1 & 2 New Sheqalim. BU & Proof. KM-259/261, HLW-4/4a. Among the two hardest to locate. $75+


232 ISRAEL. Wildlife Series. 1996 Nightingale & Fig. 1 & 2 New Sheqalim. BU & Proof. KM-290/292, HLW-6/6a. $75+


Biaggi-191. Group of 5, mostly VF, a couple slightly clipped $200

*236 ITALY, Campobasso. Nicholas II of Monforte. 1459-1463?). Æ Denier Tornese (1.05g). Castle between two rosettes (or two lis?)/Cross. MEC 14, 940-41, Biaggi-537 (R3). Biaggi dates this coin to 1422. Fine. Rare $150+

*237 ITALY, Merano. Counts of Tyrol. Sigismondo 1439-1490. Silver Grosso or Tirolino (1.13g). SI GIS MUN DVS around 2 superimposed crosses/COMES TIROL around eagle. Biaggi-1206 (R), Saurma-819. This was probably struck before 1477 when Sigismund moved his mint from Merano to Hall, 6 miles east of Innsbruck. VF/F. Not often seen.$75+

238 ITALY, Naples. Charles VIII of France. 1495-96. Æ Cavalo (1.17g). Crowned shield/ Cross. MEC-14, 1047, Biaggi-1286. VG-F, somewhat porous. Scarce. $100?


*240 ITALY, Salerno. Anfuso. Princeps of Capua, 1135-1144. Æ Follaro (1.35g). Capua mint. Figure advancing right, holding sword and shield; O/ N to left / Pseudo-cufic legend; cross below. CNI XVIII 1-3; Travaini, Monetazione type 203; MEC 14, 188. Good Fine and very rare. $125+

*241 ITALY, Sicily, Roger II. 1130-1154. Æ Follaro (2.28). Capua mint. Struck circa 1130-1140. St. Stephen standing facing, raising hand in benediction and wearing nimbus crown; S, S(T) across field / Cross pattée within crescent; stars around. MEC-144, 192, Bi-556 (R3). F+, a bit crude. Very rare. $150+

242 ITALY, Sicily, Manfredonia or Messina. Mid-13th century. Group of Æ 8 Denaros. Crowned M, Mandfridvs around/Rex Sicilie around cross with pellets in angles. Biaggi-1112v, MEC-14, 621ff. Biaggi lists this as Manfredonia, while MEC attributes these coins to Messina. 8 coins VG-VF. Sold as is, no returns. $125+


*245 ITALY. Enrico Fermi. 1977. Æ61mm by Stefano Johnson. Bust of Fermi right and his name, along wit’ two high relief vertical lines/Modernistic design. Fermi was among the leading and perhaps THE leading scientist in nuclear physics which led to the first Atomic Bomb. After winning the Nobel Prize for his work in Nuclear physics in 1937 he and his family fled to the US because his wife Laura was Jewish and his life was beginning to feel threatened by Mussolini. He died in 1954 at 53 from cancer due to his exposure to radiation. $50


*248 MALTA 1565 Æ Jeton. Relieved by the Spanish Fleet and Victory over the Turks. Galley sailing left, carrying a trophy of arms/Knight on horseback left, date below (tall numbers). v.L-I, 69/2, Feuar-13732, Barnard, 192-20. F/VF, somewhat crude as all seem to be. A similar piece sold for 130£ in a DNW sale of 2003. $100+

*249 MALTA. Antonio Manoel de Vilhena. 1728. 4 Tari. His bust right/Crown above ornate shield. KM-170 similar. aVF. Both the obverse and reverse are different than KM-170. The obverse bust divides the legend at top and is slightly different than the KM example. On the reverse the T & 4 are at around 3 and 9 o’clock instead of being near the top shield. The bottom left quadrant of the shield is also different. From our limited research it seems that this variety is much scarcer than the one that KM pictures. $300?

*250 MALTA. Ramon Despuig. 1737. 2 Tari . Crown above arms of Despuig which divides value/Maltese cross, star in angles. KM (5th edition) erroneously lists as copper, but this is silver.. KM-201, Restelli-21. aVF. $200+

*251 MALTA. Emmanuel Pinto. ND. Silver 5 Tari . Large armoured bust left/Crowned arms. KM-221. Fine. $75+
**252 MALTA. Emmanuel Pinto.** 1741. Scudo (12 Tari). Bust left/Crowned shield. One year type with legend around shield. KM-224, Cr-14. F/VF. $200+

**253 MALTA. Emmanuel Pinto.** 1764. Scudo (12 Tari). Bust left/Crowned shield. One year type without legend around shield. KM-273, Cr-14v. F/VF. $125+?

**254 MAURITIUS. George V.** 1912. One Cent. Y-6, KM-12. Choice mostly brown unc, with red highlights. $80+

**255 MEXICO. Ferdinand VI.** 1741. Scudo (12 Tari). One year type with legend around shield. KM-224, Cr-14. F/VF. $200+

**257 NETHERLANDS, Dodrecht.** 1588. On the defeat of the Spanish Armada. Æ Jeton. Dutch family of 4 kneeling in thankful prayer left/Spanish galleon on rocks. Dug-3188, Mitch-2451, Eimer-60, MI, 147/116. VF, although somewhat rough obverse field. *This is among the most popular of all Dutch jetons avidly sought after by Dutch and English collectors.* $150+

**258 NETHERLANDS, Dodrecht.** 1593 Jeton. The Dutch recapture of Getruidenberg. The Dutch town of Gheerdenberg besieged by sea and by land/Mountain citadel of Aornus: with the army of Alexander the Great beneath and his men scaling the cliffs. Dug-3324, Mitch-2487. Nice VF. A similar piece sold in Kunker's sale #116 (Lot 4244) for $120 plus buyer's fee. $100+?

**259 NETHERLANDS, Dodrecht.** 1606. Æ Jeton (27mm). A ship with seven sailors representing the seven provinces/Rose above 4 line legend. Refers to Dutch defeats at hands of Spanish commander Spinola. Mitch-2541a. VF+/VF, irregular flan. $75

**260 NETHERLANDS, Utrecht.** 1593. Æ Jeton. Shield of the province of Utrecht/Several towns in the countryside split by a canal with bota traveling, BELGIA above. Dug-3326, Fe-15004, Mitch-2489. Nice aEF, some doubling of letters. $75+

**261 NETHERLANDS, Zeeland.** 1691 Æ Jeton. On the Dutch need to defend against Spain. Legend around crowned shield of Zeeland/Damaged ship at sea, rudderless and with broken mast, deserted by it's crew. Dug-3516, Mitch-2520. F-VF, some obverse adj. marks. Scarce $75+

**262 NETHERLANDS, Zeeland.** 1762. 1/8 Silver Ducat or Daalder. Standing knight with crowned shield at feet/Crowned arms of Zeeland, legend and date. 1st date of type. KM-98, Cr-H15. Au-Unc, uneven flan. $275

**263 NEW ZEALAND. Christchurch, Alliance Tea Co.** 1866. Penny Token. Legend, Y of Company level with D of New Zealand. Type 1 Legend. KM-Tn.1, A-7, Sk-13. VF. $200+


**265 NEW ZEALAND, Auckland, H. Ashton.** 1862. Penny Token. Legend, T of Tailor not over T of Trimmings/Equity with scales. 1862 is a much scarcer date than 1863. Sk-27, KM-Tn-5, A-21. VF-EF, a few minor nicks. $200+

**266 NEW ZEALAND, Christchurch, S. Clarkson.** 1875. Penny Token. Legend, use of “Builder” instead of Foliage. Type I/Seated Justice, date below. Seldom seen this nice. KM-Tn13, Sk-76, An-65. Mostly brown unc., couple of minor field marks. $275+


**268 NEW ZEALAND, Christchurch, T. W. Gourlay & Co.** ND. Penny Token. Oven (?) in center of legend/Long Saw in center of legend. Type 2, Saw handles 2 1/2 mm high. Sk-156, KM-Tn23, A151. aVF and very scarce. Cud at 7 o'clock as usual for this token. $250+

**269 NEW ZEALAND, Auckland, Morrin & Co.** ND. Penny Token. Legend around Palm Tree, lowest fronds about equal/Justice holding scales above two standing figures clasping hands, head of Justice under A. Sk-383, KM-Tn56.2, A-387. VF, but heavy rim bruise. KM catalogs this at $1500 in Fine, $2500 in VF! $325+

**270 NEW ZEALAND, Christchurch, Edward Reece.** ND. Penny Token. Long legend, W
of Wholesale under DW of Edward/Seated male figure and plant within legend. Sk-439, KM-Tn-62. Nice VF, a few minor nicks $250+

*271 PALESTINE. Mikveh Israel. (1879) 1/2 Para. Haffner CC-4b. VF. Extremely rare. In our sale 40J (Fall of 2010) a VF example sold for $850 on a $500 estimate. That was the first we had offered in more than 15 years. $500+

*272 PALESTINE, Zichron Jacob. ND (c. 1885). Haffner CC-17b. 1/2 Piastre. aEF. Extremely rare denomination. We’ve only offered the 1/2 Piastre a handful of times in the past 20 years. $600+

*273 PALESTINE. Zichron Yakov. (1885). 1 Piastre token. Haffner CC-17a. Struck in Paris and used at this early Jewish settlement (partially sponsored by Edmond Rothschild), they also circulated in Jaffa, Haifa and nearby Arab settlements. The tokens from this settlement are much scarcer than the ones issued at Mikveh Israel. EF, a few nicks. One of the nicest we’ve ever had. $500+

*274 PALESTINE. Zichron Yakov. Discovery Lot! 3, paper tokens, a One Piastre metal token and a letter that explains the lot. The letter from the 1920’s was addressed to a Mr. Hyman and enclosed 3 paper “tags” each with it’s own serial number and “Zircron-Jacob” above in English and Hebrew above and/or on the back. Each token is signed. According to the letter these wine tags were called “Saghtuts” and were each of the value of 2 1/2 Paras or 1/16 of a Piastre or 1/5 of the metal(?). The letter, which mentions Baron Rothschild (who was the chief benefactor of the colony) goes on in saying that the colony was concerned about the issue but it seemed to be better legally to use these as they came from the wine cellar. The three tokens are generally VG-F, the 1 Piastre token is VF+ but with some stains and the letter is decent. Perhaps a unique opportunity to purchase these heretofore unknown paper tokens. $1000+

*275 PALESTINE, Women’s League for Palestine. 1920’s? Pinback celluloid button, attached to a blue and white ribbon, “Executive Member” printed in gold. We can find no record of this group but believe it may have been in Philadelphia. $125+

*276 PALESTINE, British Mandate. 10 Mils 1941. Y-4, KM-4. Lightly toned unc., a few minor spots and a die break extending from the “lamed” in the Hebrew word for mils. Key date, in high grade! $150+

*277 PALESTINE. 10 Mils 1943. The key date of the 2 year World War 2 bronze type. Y-4a, KM-4a. Choice reddish-brown AU. $100+

*278 PALESTINE. 20 Mils 1927. Y-5, KM-5. Lightly toned choice unc. All 20 Mil tokens are at least scarce in uncirculated. $100+

*279 PALESTINE. 20 Mils 1940 Y-5, KM-5. VF, once lightly wiped. A semi-key date which is becoming more difficult to locate. $75+

*280 PALESTINE. 20 Mils 1944 Y-5a, KM-5a. VF-EF, rim nick. The key date of the two year World War II bronze type. $125+

*281 PALESTINE. 50 Mils 1931. Y-6, KM-6. Nice VF. Key date. $90


*283 PALESTINE 100 Mils 1942. Y-7, KM-7. Lightly toned AU, with luster peaking through toning. Very attractive. $100


*287 POLAND. Miesco II. 1173-1202. AR Bracteat. King standing with palm-branch, “Bracha” in Hebrew to right. Gumowski Hebrew -70, JMM-12ff. This is the type where the “resh” and the “chaph” run together and look like a an English “Y”. VF, but for natural hole. and a small portion broken off. Rare. This is ex Lot #301 from our sale 40J. $250+
POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto) 1942 10 Pfenning (.94g), Magnesium. KM-TN1, Camp-4751a, Feller PO-571.G-VF, rim nick. The scarce 1st type, which was withdrawn because the Nazis thought these looked too much like the German coins. Because there is absolutely no contrast in this coin, it's doubtful if this will photograph at all. $100+?

*289 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). 1942 10 Pfennig (.74), Type 2. Magnesium. Camp-4751b, KM-TN5, Feller PO-572. This is the smaller type that replaced the larger 1st type. Fine, usual corrosion. $75+

*290 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). 1942 10 Pfenning (.74), Type 2. Magnesium. Camp-4751b, KM-TN5, Feller PO-572. This is the smaller type that replaced the larger 1st type. Fine, usual corrosion. $75+

*291 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). 1943 5 Mark. Aluminum. (1.55g). KM-Tn2, Camp-4752b, Feller PO-573b. Thick flan variety. Choice AU. The thick flan variety is much more difficult to find. Since we started keeping track and identifying this variety we have had about 3 times as many thin flans than thick flans. Among the nicest we've seen. $125+

*292 POLAND, Lodz Ghetto (Litzmannstadt). 1943. 5 Mark Magnesium. 1.01 grams. Magnesium pieces are much scarcer than aluminum examples. KM-TN2a, C-4752a, Feller PO-573a. aEF, thus nice. $175+


*294 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). 1943 10 Mark Magnesium (1.68g). KM-TN3a, Camp-4753a, Feller PO-574a. Choice EF+. Among the nicest we've ever handled. $150+

*295 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). 1943 20 Mark Aluminum (6.85g). KM-TN4, Camp-4754, SB-1026, F/F PO-575. Nice VF, with the security triangle a bit weak, but clearly visible. $150+

*296 RUSSIA, Siberia. Catherine the Great. 1771-KM 2 Kopeks. Cr-4. F/VF somewhat rough. Probably struck from rusty dies which is usual for this date. $100+

*297 RUSSIA, Siberia. Catherine the Great. 1770-KM 10 Kopeks. Cr-6. Huge copper coin, large clip between 4 and 6 on obverse and cut rim around 12:30. Otherwise VF, a bit porous. $150?

*298 RUSSIA, USSR, Alexander Boris Goldenweiser. 1975 Æ60 mm by I. S. Komschilow Bust right/Dates, legend around piano, Struck for his 100th birthday. Director of Moscow Conservatory Niggl-2980. As struck $100?

*299 SAUDI ARABIA, Kingdom. 1946 “Love” Token on 1 Rial. Y-20, KM-18. On the reverse somebody has hand engraved a turban clad man warming his hands over a barrel, with “Saudi Arabia 1946” in two lines in English below. Host coin in basically unc. Presumably done by an American or British employee of an oil company working in Saudi Arabia after World War II. $50+


*302 SWITZERLAND. Fribourg. 1471-1492. AR Fünfer (.81g). Eagle over castle/Cross. HMZ 2-246. aEF. $175+

*303 THAILAND. Bullet Money. ND (1809-24). 1 Baht . Rama II, “Krut”. With chop markson each flat end, thus unusual. Cr-20. VF. $50+?

*304 TURKEY. Republic. 1978. 150 Lira . Rare variety with lettered edge. KM-918.2. Proof. $100+

305 UNITED STATES. Group of small cents. 1857 Flying Eagle G-VG, but large rim nick
near “T of United; 1863 Indian Head (2) Gd & VG; 1864, 1865, 1887 and 1888 VG to VF. 7 coins, a few better dates. Sold as is, no returns. $40+

*306 UNITED STATES. 1599 Jeton. Naval expedition to Brazil, the Capture of St. Thomas and Successes of Admiral Frank van der Does. Two Termini (or Gods) placed on a map of the islands of Bommel and Thiel, “Jehovah” in Hebrew between them, Latin legend/Ship in full sale to right, Latin legend. Maurice, Prince of Orange, sponsored the expedition where van der Does was to die of a plague along with many of his troops. This jeton compares van der Does to Jason and his sailors to the Argonauts. Betts-20, v.L. I, 519, Dug-3472. VF and rare. Baldwin’s sold a aVF example last September for 540£ and a VF example in May of the same year for 800£. Those are the only two examples that I can find that sold in major auctions in the past 10 years. $350+

*307 UNITED STATES, New York. 1863 Civil War Token. of Geo. D. Schmidt. Rare Variety struck over Felix Kosher Kitchen Token. NY-630BN-1ao. VF+, but some marks in field. The die cutter for this token must have failed spelling as the last name of the proprietor seems to be spelled Scumt. $100+

*308 UNITED STATES. 1907 Charles William Eliot, President of Harvard. Æ 80mm by Leon Deschamps and struck at the French mint in Paris. High relief bust of Eliot left, legend around, artist’s name below/Entrance gate to Harvard Yard, Logo of University below. Δ and “bronze” on edge. In original green box, with red plush insides. Scarce. A similar examples, sans box, was for sale on Ebay for well over $200 in 2011. $120+

*309 UNITED STATES. 1963. Dimitri Mitropoulos Æ 57mm by William Zorach. Facing bust of the famed Greek born Conductor with his name and dates 1896-1960 below/”The Dimitri-Mitropoulos International Music Competition Award____New York City”. Space left for a name. Niggl-3326. $30+


WORLD PAPER MONEY
HIGHLIGHTED BY WORLD WAR II RELATED CURRENCY FROM THE NEW YORK COLLECTION

*312 AUSTRALIA, Camp Hay Internment Camp. Feller AU-910a, Campbell-121a. 6 Pence 1 March 1941. Blue, Series C. The great majority of the Camp Hay Internees were German Jews who were transported from Internment Camps on the Isle of Man to Camp Haym, also known as Camp Seven. The notes were designed by one of the inmates George Teltscher who was an experienced artist and designer and made these perhaps the most attractive and interesting of all World War II prisoner money. Humor, “secret” messages and the names of the internees are part of the notes. Barbed wire around the border of the note reads, “We are here because we are because we are here...” which was the camp theme song. The ram in the center of the note has the name Eppstein (the camp leader’s name) hidden in it’s wool. Hidden in the 25 sheep on the back of the note are names of 25 of the internees. Please see Feller pages 11 for more information on these most interesting notes. Uncirculated and extremely rare. The first we have offered in more than 20 years and by far the nicest. $7500+?

*313 AUSTRIA, Mauthausen Concentration Camp. 1 Reichsmark. Orange. Type 1, with “Konzentrationslager Mauthausen” above top line and overstamp in center including date of 15 July 1944. Printer’s mark KL M 1/2-4-43-. Feller AS-230v, Campbell-4077av, Grabowski Ma-2b. With black dot below “e” of Mauthausen and “L” in triangle handstamped in corner of back side. VF, a few minor stains. Both Campbell (no image) and Feller list the note as brown and Feller’s picture certainly in brown. Grabowski pictures and lists the note as orange. Extremely rare. We’ve only offered two Mauthausen notes via auction in the past 17+ years (or longer). 3 years ago we offered a VF type 2 which sold for $3000 and in 2001 we offered a very low grade type 1 which sold to Mel Steinberg for $450. $2500+?
*314 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Holysov (Holleischen) a subcamp of Flossenburg Concentration Camp. Camp-4093, Feller CZ-192. 3 Pfennig. Block of 4, with tabs at right. Unc. Scarce as such. Holleischen was located near Prague thus we have it listed under Czechoslovakia even though the main camp of Flossenburg was in Germany. $75+

*315 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Holysov (Holleischen) a subcamp of Flossenburg Concentration Camp. Camp-4096, Feller CZ-19 5.6 Pfennig. Block of 4. Unc. Scarce as such. $75+

*316 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Holysov (Holleischen) a subcamp of Flossenburg Concentration Camp. Camp-4103, Feller CZ-202. 40 Pfennig. Block of 4, with tabs at both bottom and right, the right containing the block number “2704”. Unc. Scarce as such. $100?

*317 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Theresienstadt. 1 to 100 Kronen. Complete set of 7 notes. C 4111-4117, Feller CZ 650-656. Moses holding the 10 Commandments. Au-Unc., the 100 Kronen note has a couple of tiny tears at top. $125

*318 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Theresienstadt. 1 to 100 Kronen. Complete set of 7 notes. C 4111-4117, Feller CZ 650-656. Moses holding the 10 Commandments. 7 unc. notes $150+

*319 FRENCH NORTH AFRICA. Camp-2339, Feller FR-421, 5 Francs World War II. Green and red. At left is a bearded man, at right “Campes de Prisonniers” which translates to Prisoners of War. However in addition to military prisoners the Vichy government also interned conspirators, suspected conspirators, anti-Nazis, French resistance members and stateless and paperless Jewish émigrés. One can imagine Humphrey Bogart and Claude Rains, after foiling the Nazi attempt to capture Paul Henreid, being interned at one of the many harsh camps in Northern Africa. Fine. $150+

*320 FRENCH NORTH AFRICA. Camp-2340, Feller FR-422, 10 Francs World War II. Blue and red. VF and much scarcer than above. It’s been more than 17 years since we’ve offered one in these by auction. $200+

*321 GERMANY. P-unl. Gutschein des Kreigschf “Hindenburg”. 50 Pfenning, 1 & 5 Mark. 23 February 1919. 3 Au-Unc notes with round handstamp at lower left. Scarce. $150+

*322 GERMANY, Konversionkasse. 50 Reichsmark 28 August 1933. P-203. Series A. EF, pinholes, small bottom margin tear and minor graffiti on back. Rare. This is the first issued 50 Reichsmark 1933 that we’ve offered since at least 1995. $325+

*323 GERMANY, Konversionkasse. P207, SB-211. 5 Reichsmark.1934. Unc. Lot of 6 notes, with consecutive serial numbers. Series A 0904227 to 0904232. No pinholes or wear. Notes are a bit wavy, but as issued. Scarce as such. Each punch-hole at bottom “ENTWERTET” (cancelled). There is some speculation that these may have been issued, used, returned for redemption and that cancelled. However that seems highly unlikely. First of all very few of these notes were ever redeemed and two if they had been somehow carried by an émigré they would undoubtedly show some wear and most likely have pinholes. It’s more likely that these were simply printed and never used. $150+?

*324 GERMANY, Konversionkasse. P-208, SB-212. 10 Marks, 1934. Pair of consecutive numbers, Series E 1648115 & 1648116, both hole-punched “ENTWERTET”. Both unc. $50+

*325 GERMANY, Konversionkasse. P-211 50 Reichsmark, Series D. 1934 overprinted over 1933. A group of 5 consecutive numbers, 0455310-0455314, all with typical pinholes, otherwise choice EF-AU. No doubt these were carried by an emigrant leaving Germany. $200+?

*326 GERMANY, Prisoner of War Money. Camp-3754g. 2 Reichmark, prefix, with red Overstamp “Oflag XIII B”. Oflag XIII-B was a German Army World War II Prisoner-of-war camp camp for officers, originally in Langwasser near Nuremberg. In 1943 it was moved to 3 km south of Hammelburg, Lower Franconia, Bavaria, Germany. Choice Au-Unc and scarce. $100+

*327 GERMANY, Oflag VII-A. German POW camp in southern Germany used for Polish officers. Camp-3812-3816. 10 & 50 Pfenig, 1, 2 & 5 Marks. All uncirculated and all with serial numbers 00000, thus most likely SPECIMENS. All very scarce to rare as such. There is also a 1 Fenig note in this series but that was printed without a serial number which may be
why no specimens were produced. Extraordinary rare set that we have never seen! $1500+

*328 GERMANY, World War II. Large (c. 8 1/2 x 11 1/2") green ration card for Germans in occupied Germany. This ration card was to be used by members of the German Armed Forces when on holiday or business trips to German Government occupied areas and enabled them and their guests to have meals at restaurants, cafeterias, casinos and other places that served only Germans. I cannot recall seeing this before. Unused and unissued. $125+?

*329 GERMANY, Buchenwald Concentration Camp. .50 Reichsmark, Variety with “M” with slanted legs and without “Aussenkommando”. Feller calls this Type I, while Campbell calls this Type 2, while Pick-Siemsen (and Grabowski) consider the slanted and straight legs notes as separate types, rather than varieties. Feller GE-140b, Camp-3951b, PS-59. Unc., thus scarce. $150+

*330 GERMANY, Buchenwald. 1 Reichsmark. Type without Aussenkommando and with “straight” M. Feller GE-141c, C-3952. EF+, no real wear but minor signs of aging and handling, small tiny tear at bottom $100+

*331 GERMANY, Buchenwald. 2 Reichsmark. type without Aussenkommando and with slanted M’s. Feller GE-142b, Camp-3953b. PS-71. Unc and scarce as such. $200

*332 GERMANY, Buchenwald 3 Reichsmark with straight M. Camp-3954a, PS-68. Unc., a couple of minor stains on back. The 3 Reichsmark is the scarcest of all Buchenwald denominations and is especially so in this grade. $300+

*333 GERMANY, Buchenwald. .50 RM, Type with “Aussenkommando” printed across face, and “SS-Ko. Rottleberode” in red as well. Feller GE-145a, Camp-3947c, PS-73c. AU, stain on back and signs of aging along margin. $100+

*334 GERMANY, Buchenwald. 1 Reichsmark. type with Aussenkommando printed across the face and and “SS-Ko. Rottleberode A5” in black handstamped in two lines. Feller GE-146b, Camp-3948e. VG, tears at edges and folds and evidence of tape repair (which has fallen off). This overstamp with the addition of “A5” is slightly scarcer than overstamp in Lot #. $75+

*335 GERMANY, Buchenwald. 1 Reichmark. type with Aussenkommando printed across the face and “Waffen SS K.L. Buchenwald Arbeitslager Sonneburg-West Verwaltung” overstampet in red in four lines with a overstamped signature in purple below that. In the upper right corner “Entwurf” is handstamped in black. Feller GE-146gy, Camp-3948gy. Neither of those books, nor Grabowski mentions Entwurf which translates as design and possibly can connote a specimen or a trial or perhaps it was meant to cancel the note. This Waffen-SS is an extremely rare overstamp that I cannot recall handling before and the added Entwurf is one of only two that I know of. VG-F, with minor tears along edges. $500+

*336 GERMANY, Buchenwald. 1 Reichmark. type with Aussenkommando printed across the face and “Waffen SS K.L. Weimar-Bu. Aussenlager Meuselwitz” overstamped in purple in three lines with a overstamped signature in purple below. As Feller GE-146gy and Camp-3948gy but neither of those references mentions this overstammp. Grabowski only mentions this on a 2 RM note. Nice VF and of extreme rarity. We have never seen this overstamp before! $500+?

*337 GERMANY, Buchenwald. SS Bus card. c. 2 3/4 x 1 7/8” Pink. for 15 Pfg. See Feller GE-150 for a 2 RM multi-ride card (20 rides), “SS = Gem. Buchenwald / Omnibus / 58 15 Pfg.” in 3 lines. The exact use of these is unclear but Buchenwald had many sub-camps and it’s possible the Nazi’s made the inmates and/or the German guards pay for the trip between sub-camps. Perhaps a more likely use would be for a bus trip for guards to and from Buchenwald. It would make sense that if one bought a 20 ride ticket he would save money per trip. VF, but bottom right corner fold which may have been repaired and small tear at bottom. Exceedingly rare. Feller prices his at $500. $300+?

*338 GERMANY, Dachau Concentration Camp. .50 Reichsmark in pink with printer’s mark N 1285/V. 100/X. 44. No Prisoner number. Au-Unc. Unissued with date “9. April 1945” handstamped over serial number. Camp-3961, Grabowski Da-3f, Feller unlisted. It’s not surprising that the note shows little evidence of handling as Dachau was liberated by US Army
troops on April 28, 1945. Extremely rare in this grade, I don’t think I’ve had this note in any condition in many, many years. $2000?

*339 GERMANY, Dachau. 1 Reichsmark in very pale green with printer’s mark VI/100 X. 44. 1285 and prisoner number “78675” (?) in pencil and date 28. II. 1944 also handwritten. Camp-3962b, Feller GE-181c, Grab. Da-4f. Au-Unc. Another extremely rare note which I haven’t offered since at least before the mid-1990’s. $1500+?

*340 GERMANY, Dachau 4 Reichsmark in pale green. Printer’s mark N 1285/IV. 50/S.44, with prisoner number 16671 and name written out which may be Sinik (?) and hand stamped date of 20. IV. 1945. Camp-3965c, Feller GE-184c, Grab. Da7e. There is an 3 line hand-stamp on the back which is partially obscured by a brown paper repair. I can’t quite make out the wording but it has do with food and work. Fine, tape repaired and some light stains. Extremely rare, I cannot remember ever offering a 4 RM note! Campbell wrote in 1993 that there were only three 4 RM notes known, one for each type. There have been at least two more discovered since then, the Grabowski plate note and this one. Campbell and Feller picture the same note, the Meyer specimen which was donated to the Houston Holocaust Museum. $3000+?

*341 GERMANY, Deggendorf. Post WWII Displaced Persons Camp for Jews. Camp-3916, Feller GE-1846, PS-186. 10 Dollars ND (1945). VF, some stains. Extremely rare denomination, missing in most collections. I have offered only one in auction since 1995. That one, in about the same condition, sold to the late Mel Steinberg as part of a complete set! $750+

*342 GERMANY, Ernst Heinkel (Oranienburg) Camp. .50 Mark white or beige paper. Campbell-unlisted, PS-144, Feller GE-301, Grab. He-1. This Forced Lamp Camp used Sachsenhausen prisoners as workers. AU, On thin paper and perforated on all sides. Extremely rare. We can recall having this note only once before. In our sale 31C (Spring 2001) we sold an EF example to the late Mel Steinberg for $1050. Perhaps he then sold it to the late Charlton Meyey because that note is now the plate note in Feller. All genuine notes from here are very rare. $1250+

*343 GERMANY, Feldafing. Post WWII Displaced Persons Camp for Jews. Camp-3925, Feller GE-1855, PS-203. 10 Dollars. Virtually uncirculated. No wear or folds, a couple of the corners are a bit bumped. Extremely rare. We’ve only offered this note one other time in the past 17 years. An EF with some foxing and a spot sold to the late Mel Steinberg in 1998 for $425. $500+

*344 GERMANY, Flossenburg Concentration Camp.1 Reichsmark in blue with wide, Type 2, "A" in Prämienschein. Camp-3972b (2), Feller GE-188b, Grab. FL-12b. Choice AU-Unc. An extremely high grade for this note. $1000+

*345 GERMANY, Langenwerke A. G or Langensalza. A subcamp of Buchenwald which was in operation from September of 1944 until the camp was liberated by American troops in April of 1945. Camp-3959, Feller GE-175. 1 Reichsmark in blue. This factory was associated with Junkers Flugzeug-und Motorenwerke. G-VG, with tape repairs. Extremely rare. This note, along with the plated examples in Campbell and Feller have been cut in half, presumably to cancel them. Campbell does not list a color but believed that only 4 to 6 pieces were extant. Feller pictures and describes the color as tan. Grabowski pictures 4 different denominations, all in different colors and all with a rarity scale of RRRR. Of extreme rarity. $75+?

*346 GERMANY, Neuengamme. Receipt for Money. 1941. Neuengamme (or Hamburg-Neuengamme) was a subcamp of Sachsenhausen. This receipt was for 40 Marks, sent from Prague and dated 31, October 1941. Sent to Wenzel Fleissig. VF, pencil notations on back. $1750+?

*347 GERMANY, Nordhausen (Mittelbau) Concentration Camp. ND. .05 Reichsmark in Black, Series I. Feller GE-251. Camp-4022, Grab. Mi-2. Choice VF, minor stains. F. A very rare denomination exceedingly rare and only the 2nd I can recall offering since the mid 1990’s or before. A VF sold in our sale 37A for $2300! $1750+?

*348 GERMANY, Nordhausen (Mittelbau). ND. .10 Reichsmark, Green. Series H. Feller
GE-252, Camp-4023, Grab. Mi-3. EF+, light stain on face. Another very rare note. I have no record of offering a Series H in at least 17 years, nor any .10 RM in anywhere close to this grade in that time as well. Series was unlisted by Pick-Siemsen. $500+

*349 GERMANY, Nordhausen (Mittelbau). ND. 2 Reichsmark red, Series J. Square period after denomination and * before serial number on back. Camp-4027a, Feller GE-256a, Grab. Mi-7a. There two kinds of layout of the serial numbers on the back of the note. One has “No.” followed by the serial number and this with the asterisk preceding the number. Grabowski is the only reference that mentions this to the best of my knowledge and he pictures the No. type which is also the Pick-Siemsen note. He doesn’t picture this type but does mention it. We have not sold via auction a 2 RM Mittebau note since the Spring of 2001 and I can find no record of ever selling a Series J. Fine, some soiling. Very rare. $500+

*350 GERMANY, Nordhausen (Mittelbau). ND. 5 Reichsmark, blue Series G, with round period after the denomination and No. preceding the serial number on back. Camp. 4028b(1), Feller GE-257c, Grab. Mi-8c. VF and very rare. We sold a similar one (but with square period) in our sale 39D for $2000. Before that we only sold a very low grade example 2001. “Serie G” in large letters. There is also a variety with the “Serie” in small letters. $1750+

*351 GERMANY, Oranienburg Concentration Camp. Hitler’s 1st Concentration camp which operated from 1933-1935. Campbell-4036, PS-1. Feller GE-101,. 5 Pfennig. Green, Depicts camp behind barbed wire fence. Nice Unc. on watermarked paper. Very scarce. In our sale 39D we sold a similar piece for $800. $750+

*352 GERMANY, Oranienburg. C-4037a, F/F GE-102a. 10 Pfennig with watermark (1933). EF+ (tiny fault at upper right corner)., with one large hole punched, thus canceled. In the past we’ve offered cancelled 10 Pfennig notes, but always with two holes. I vaguely recall seeing this note with the large hole many years ago. The 10 Pfennig is the only denomination that I can recall seeing cancelled. Some people, including this cataloguer, believe that these “cancelled” notes were in actuality specimens and the first printings of any notes for use at Oranienburg. Thus the first notes for the first concentration camp! $500+

*353 GERMANY, Oranienburg. C-4037a, F/F GE-102a. 10 Pfenning with watermark (1933). Unc. with two holes punched, thus canceled. Pencil graffiti on back. $350+

*354 GERMANY, Oranienburg. Camp-4037a, PS-2a, Feller GE-102a. 10 Pfenning with watermark (1933). Unc. $1000+

*355 GERMANY, Oranienburg 50 Pfennig Brown with watermark. Feller GE-103b, Camp-4038, PS-1. Unc. This is the variety that says Konzentrationslagers instead of Konzentrationslagers a deliberate attempt by the designer of the note, a fervent anti-Nazi by the name of Horst-Willi Lippert, to publicize to the world what the Nazis were eventually going to do. Unc., and extremely rare. The last we offered, in the Fall of 1997, sold for $600. $1000+

*356 GERMANY, Oranienburg. 1 Mark, maroon. Camp-4039, Feller GE-104, PS-4. Choice Au-Unc with just one very light, barely noticeable corner bend. The last we offered was a VF example that sold for $650 in the Spring of 2001. Another extremely rare note in high grade! $1000+

*357 GERMANY, Ravensbrück Concentration Camp. Camp-unlisted, Feller-unlisted, PS-unlisted. .50 RM, “Prämienschein über Ravensbrück” with type 2 triangle overprint. EF. The standard references list this type 2 triangle only on the one RM. All notes from Ravensbrück are rare, this extremely so. Listed in Das Geld des Terrors by Hans-Ludwig Grabowski, RA-6cd but not pictured. I know of one other piece! $1500+

*358 GERMANY, Ravensbrück Feller GE-275, Camp-4053b. Grab-RA7d, 1 Reichsmark. Prämienschein type with type 2 triangle overprint. EF+, with tiny fault at left margin. Rare. $1000+

*359 GERMANY, Ravensbruck Canteen Card. Camp-4051, Feller GE-285. A partially used card, for inmate #19868, for use in the camp canteen. With handstamped signature of two officials. The cards had an original face value of 6 marks. This woman (Ravensbruck was for woman only) had only 2.10 marks left. aVF and rare. This is only concentration
camp that issued a card such as this and this is the only one we have seen. This is ex Lot #711 from our sale 32E. Campbell pictures an intact card and describes it as green-pink, Feller pictures a well used and tape-repaired card which they describe as grey-green and pink. Ours is the same color as the Feller example and nicer. I would describe this example as pale green with black print. Grabowski pictures two different examples. One is green-gray (it’s the Campbell example) and another example which is pink. And thus solves the mystery. Of extreme rarity. $600+?

*360 GERMANY, Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp. .50 Reichsmark. tan paper with type 1 star and printer’s mark K.L. Sh. 6.43. 999 000 Druck: Möller, Oranienburg. (Printer’s name in italics). Feller GE-290a, Camp-4061a(1), Grab. Sa-1b. aEF, some minor stains and light pencil graffiti on back.

*361 GERMANY, Sachsenhausen. 1 Reichsmark in blue with Type I star and printers mark K.L.Sh. 7.44. 500000 Druck: Möller, Oranienburg (no space in 500000). Camp-4062-(2)(a) (unlisted variety), Feller GE-291b, Grab. Sa-2a (probably). EF-AU and extremely rare. I cannot recall ever offering this note before. Feller describes it but does not picture it, Campbell does not list it at all and Grabowski pictures a much lower grade example but does not describe the 500000 correctly. That note, now in the collection of Wolfgang Haney, is the specimen also pictures in Pick-Siemsen.

*362 GERMANY, Sachsenhausen. 1 Reichsmark in green with type 1 star and printers mark K.L.Sh. 7.44. 500000 Druck: Möller, Oranienburg (no space in 500000). Camp-4062-b(1) (sim), Feller GE-291d, Grab. Sa-2d. EF and rare. I have no record of offering a green 1 Mark note in 12 years!

*363 GREAT BRITAIN. Operation Bernhard. Forgery of English 5 £ note, 16 September 1938. Camp-4065, P-335a, Feller GE-310. London, Peppiatt signature. Virtually Unc., but a few pinholes. I believe this is Lot 837 from our sale 25H. One of the nicest Operation Bernhard notes we’ve ever seen! $200?


*365 GREAT BRITAIN, Operation Bernhard. Forgery of English 20£ note. P-337a, Camp-4067b, Feller GE-312b. £20 7 June 1937, London with signature of K. O. Peppiatt, EF with small notch (as made) at right and small tear on bottom margin. The 20£ and 50£ forgereis are the two scarcest denominations. $150?


*367 GREAT BRITAIN. WWII Propaganda note. SB-192 (page 165), Arabic text on the back of a facsimile of a 1 Pound English note. 10 lines of Arabic text below a heading on this note made by the Axis. These notes may have been “released” in Egypt with anti-British and probably anti-Semitic messages. VG, tears. $100?

*368 HUNGARY, Jewish Community of Budapest 1944. Feller HG-520. 5 Pengo “Tax Receipt” issued by the Pesti Izraelit. a Hitkozeg. With 2 imprinted signatures of the community’s directors & 2 line handstamp on bottom. EF, although filled out. Some minor pencil graffiti. These were technically tax receipts but it is very likely that they were also used as currency. Scarce this nice. The last we had. a repaired VF, sold for $110 in 2007. For a related item from the Budapest Jewish community, see Lot #547. $100+

*369 ISLE OF MAN, Metropole Internment Camp. Also known as the “S” Camp and was on the waterfront in the capital city of Douglas. Feller IM-1410, Camp-5360, SB-483. 1/2 Penny on cloth-lined pasteboard with a 31mm circle in the center. Black on bright blue, the back in gray-green on white. EF-Unc. We’ve never offered this before. $750+?

*370 ISLE OF MAN, Metropole. Also known as the “S” Camp and was on the waterfront in the capital city of Douglas. Feller IM-1411, Camp-5361, SB-484. 1/2 Penny on cloth-lined pasteboard with a 31mm circle in the center. Black on gray, the back in brown on white. EF-
Unc. We've never offered this before. Campbell and WWII Remembered list this as black on gray, while Feller lists (and pictures) a a violet on dull pink! $750+?

*371 ISLE OF MAN, Onchan. World War II Internment Camp. Half Crown (2/6). C-5371, Feller IM-1425, SB-492. With Tower of Refuge at left. Unc. on watermarked and slightly wavy paper. No overprints or notations on back. This camp, along with others on the Isle of Man, was the ultimate in government bureaucracy and a classic case of Catch-22. The great majority of internees were German Jewish refugees escaping the Nazis in Germany. But Germany was the enemy and these were considered German nationals, thus they escaped the German concentration and death camps on the mainland, only to be interned at their destination. Very scarce, only the 2nd I can recall offering in auction in 17+ years. $600+

*372 ISLE OF MAN, Onchan. Feller IM-1426, Camp-5372, SB-493. 5 Shillings in red. Uncirculated on watermarked paper and very rare. I cannot recall ever offering this (or the note below) in auction. $700+

*373 ISLE OF MAN, Onchan. Feller IM-1427, Camp-5373, SB-494. 10 Shillings in green. Uncirculated on watermarked paper and very rare. I cannot recall ever offering this (or the note above) in auction. $750+

*374 ISLE OF MAN, Peveril Internment Camp. Feller IM-1441b, Camp-5382, SB-502. 1 Penny, Orange, Series B. Serial number 1486, signature at right. VF, 1st I can recall offering. $500+

*375 ISLE OF MAN, Peveril Feller IM-1443, Camp-5384, SB-504. 1 Shilling, Purple (?), Series D. Serial number 7, signature at right. EF, 1st I can recall seeing. Feller lists two varieties, one in purple, one in lilac. Frankly we don’t know the difference. $600+

*376 ISRAEL. Anglo-Palestine Bank. Provisional Series. P-1s. 500 Mils 1948 Proof Trail note in red and red brown with serial number 000000 and handstamped SPECIMEN (in Hebrew). c. 6 1/2 x 5” on slightly thicker paper than the issued notes. Included with this lot is a copy of an English translation of a 1955 Hebrew letter from Yisrael Kragman, a member of the Knesset attesting to his knowledge of the Trail Printings of the Anglo-Palestine Provisional notes “under the scrutiny of the Security and Information Agencies, and inspected by Leo Kaufman (Kadman) and the artist of the notes, Otto Wallish...". For other lots of Otto Wallish, please see Lots 203-204 and the next ten lots. $3000+

*377 ISRAEL. Anglo-Palestine Bank. Provisional Series. P-2s. 1 Palestine Pound 1948 Proof Trial note in red with serial number Bet 000000 and handstamped SPECIMEN (in Hebrew). c. 6 1/2 x 4 1/4” on slightly thicker paper than the issued notes. Included with this lot is a copy of an English translation of a 1955 Hebrew letter from Yisrael Kragman, a member of the Knesset attesting to his knowledge of the Trail Printings of the Anglo-Palestine Provisional notes “under the scrutiny of the Security and Information Agencies, and inspected by Leo Kaufman (Kadman) and the artist of the notes, Otto Wallish...". $3000+

*378 ISRAEL. Anglo-Palestine Bank Provisional Series. P-3s. 5 Palestine Pounds 1948 Proof Trial in red with serial number Bet 000000 and handstamped SPECIMEN (in Hebrew). c. 6 1/2 x 4 1/4” on slightly thicker paper than the issued notes. Included with this lot is a copy of an English translation of a 1955 Hebrew letter from Yisrael Kragman, a member of the Knesset attesting to his knowledge of the Trail Printings of the Anglo-Palestine Provisional notes “under the scrutiny of the Security and Information Agencies, and inspected by Leo Kaufman (Kadman) and the artist of the notes, Otto Wallish...". $3000+

*379 ISRAEL. Anglo-Palestine Bank Provisional Series. P-4s. 10 Palestine Pounds 1948 Proof Trial note in red with serial number 000000 and handstamped SPECIMEN (in Hebrew). c. 7 x 4 1/2” on slightly thicker paper than the issued notes. Included with this lot is a copy of an English translation of a 1955 Hebrew letter from Yisrael Kragman, a member of the Knesset attesting to his knowledge of the Trail Printings of the Anglo-Palestine Provisional notes “under the scrutiny of the Security and Information Agencies, and inspected by Leo Kaufman (Kadman) and the artist of the notes, Otto Wallish...". $3000+

*380 ISRAEL. Anglo-Palestine Bank Provisional Series. P-5. 50 Palestine Pounds 1948 Proof Trial note in red with serial number 000000 and handstamped SPECIMEN (in Hebrew). c. 8 x 4 3/4” on thick paper as above. The 50 Pound note was never issued and is
only known in Proof, thus Pick #’s this as P-5, rather than P-5s. Included with this lot is a copy of an English translation of a 1955 Hebrew letter from Yisrael Kragman, a member of the Knesset attesting to his knowledge of the Trail Printings of the Anglo-Palestine Provisional notes “under the scrutiny of the Security and Information Agencies, and inspected by Leo Kaufman (Kadman) and the artist of the notes, Otto Wallish…”.

*381 ISRAEL. 100 Mils (1948) small format proof in green on thin paper without serial number. the printing , purple “Specimen” in Hebrew handstamped across center. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 109 x 120 mm. Unc. and very rare. $7500?

*382 ISRAEL. 50 Mils (1948) large format proof in blue on heavy cardboard with serial number. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 133 x 178 mm. Unc. and very rare. $4000

*383 ISRAEL. 50 Mils (1948) large format proof in blue on heavy cardboard, the printing on the blue background is not fully aligned. Without serial numbers. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 109 x 167 mm. Unc. and very rare. $3500?

*384 ISRAEL. 50 Mils (1948) large format proof in green on heavy cardboard with serial numbers. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 109 x 120mm. Unc. and very rare. $3500?

*385 ISRAEL. 50 Mils (1948) small format proof in blue on thin paper without serial number. the printing on the blue background is not fully aligned. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 109 x 120 mm. Unc. and very rare. $4000

*386 ISRAEL. 50 Mils (1948) small format proof in brown on thin paper without serial number. the printing on the brown background is not fully aligned. As P-6, signed by Otto Wallish under printed area, c. 109 x 120 mm. Unc. and very rare. $4000

*387 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 500 Mils (1948), large proof artwork for the face of the note in gray and black with slug in light and dark gray, on heavy cardboard. c. 6 x 10 1/2” and very rare. As P-14. $5000+

*388 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 1 Pound (1948), large proof artwork for the face of the note in blue and black with slug in light and dark blue, on heavy cardboard. c. 6 7/8 x 10 1/2” and very rare. As P-15. $5000+

*389 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 5 Pounds (1948), large proof artwork for the back of the note in black with slug in orange and yellow on heavy cardboard. c. 6 1/2 x 10 1/2” and very rare. As P-16. $3250+?

*390 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 10 Pounds (1948), large proof artwork for the face of the note in red and orange with slug in red and yellow on heavy cardboard. c. 6 1/8 x 11” and very rare. As P-17. $5000+

*391 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 5 Pounds (1948), large proof artwork for the face of the note in brown and black with slug in yellow and brown on heavy cardboard. c. 6 3/4 x 11” and very rare. As P-16. $5000+

*392 ISRAEL, Anglo-Palestine Bank. 50 Pounds (1948), large proof artwork for the face of the note in purple and black with slug in blue and purple on heavy cardboard. c. 7 x 11 1/2” and very rare. As P-18. $10000+?

*393 ISRAEL. 1955 Specimen Set. Bank of Israel. P24s-30s, BN11-15. 500 Prutah, 1, 5, 10 & 50 Pound. All notes with 000000 serial number twice, and specimen across the face and back. In two corners of the front and back an oval overstamp “Specimen De La Rue & Co. No Value” and in the bottom margin of each note “Specimen No. 37”. All 5 notes Unc. A rare set of Israel’s most attractive notes. A similar set sold in our Sale 41E for $2250S2000

*394 ISRAEL. P-25a, BN-12 1 Lira 1955 Upper Galilee landscape. Series Zayin. Unc. $75

*395 ISRAEL. Half Israeli Lira 1958, Large Proof artwork in green with outline in pencil. This design shows a worker with a sledge-hammer and hills behind. The worker with the sledge-hammer became the accepted design of the 5 Lirot note in this series, but both the color and the hills in the background became part of the accepted design for the 1/2 Lira note. Signed by the designer M. Shamir at the bottom right. c. 5 3/4 x 9” on cardboard. $3250+?

*396 ISRAEL. 5 Israeli Lira 1958, Large Proof artwork in blue with outline in pencil. This
design shows a worker with a sledge-hammer (as above) and a factory behind. This is close to the accepted design but the 5 Lirot note was printed in brown, while the 1 Lira was printed in blue. Signed by the designer M. Shamir at the bottom right. C. 5 1/2 x 9 1/4" on cardboard.

*397 ISRAEL. 50 Israeli Lira 1959, Large Proof artwork in in pencil. This design shows a boy and girl (Alan and Alma) which was the accepted design. However the issued note was dated 1959, this is dated 1950. Signed by the designer M. Shamir at the bottom right, with a slug in pink and brown. C. 7 1/8 x 10 1/2" on thin cardboard. $5000+

*398 ISRAEL. P46c, BN-33a. 50 Sheqalim Ben-Gurion. 1978. 2 green bars on back. Unc. Becoming very difficult to locate in true unc. This is ex Lot #672 from sale 35B where it sold for $425!

*399 ISRAEL. P46d, BN-33b. 50 Sheqalim Ben-Gurion. 1978. 2 black bars on back. Unc., but for counting crease at upper right. This is ex Lot 673 from our sale 35B. $175+

*400 ISRAEL. P47b, BN-34a. 100 Sheqalim Jabotinsky. 1979 with two red bars on reverse. Unc. $75

*401 ISRAEL. P58, BN-43c. 1998 50 New Sheqalim S. Y Agnon. Unc. Israel's 1st commemorative banknote, issued for the 50th anniversary, in special cover of issue. Scarce in presentation cover. $45


*403 ISRAEL. BNS-18?, CS-3. 25, 50, 100 and 200 New Sheqalim Vertical Format. 2001 & 2002. In folder with matching serial numbers. Very scarce. I can recall having this set only once before. We sold a set on an internet price list in the fall of 2007 for $200. $175+

*404 ITALY, Cremona Concentration Camp. Camp 6459-6465, F/F IT-760a-766a. 1/2 to 50 Lire. Complete set of 7 notes, Auc, all overprinted with Star of David and unsigned. The use of the Star of David on these notes, is the ultimate Catch 22. Jews were issued these notes in exchange for their belongings etc., however to be used in the camp canteens, they had to be signed and the notes that had the Star of David on them were never signed. It should be noted that some researchers believe that these are fantasies. It is the opinion of others, including us, that the reason that the notes were “not remembered” was because they did not circulate as we mentioned above. The last set we offered in the Spring of 2009 sold for $500. $400+

*405 LITHUANIA, Kovno Ghetto. 5 Rubles December (?) 29, 1941. A crude note which is partially hand written and partially hand stamped. Somewhat similar to Feller LI-533, but on tan paper. (Seemingly unlisted in any other references). Kovno also known as Kaunas, Kowno or Kauen was a center of Lithuanian Jewish learning from the middle of the 19th century until World War II. Isaac Elhanan Spektor (See Lots 448 & 449) was known as the “Kovner Rav”. The Ghetto was established in the late summer or fall of 1941 and before the Ghetto was liberated in 1944 95% of the Jewish community had been murdered. Holocaust era items from this Ghetto are extremely rare. This is the first Kovno Ghetto item of any kind we have offered since 1999! VF $750+

*406 NETHERLANDS, Amersfoort Concentration Cammp. Camp 4146b, PS-36, Feller NE-440a. 10c 1.1. 1944, with a period after No. and, without watermark. Unc. The last we've sold was in our sale 38c where a similar example sold for $450. $300+

*407 NETHERLANDS, Amersfoort. Camp 4142, Feller NE-441v. 25c 1.1. 1944. with period under the serial number and without watermark. Unc. Feller doesn't seem to list this note which just may be a proofreading mistake. Rare. $300+

*408 NETHERLANDS, Amersfoort. Camp 4145, Feller NE-444cv. 2 1/2 Gulden 1.1. 1944, with period under No. of the serial number and without watermark. aVF, a minor stain or two and very rare. We haven’t offered one in auction in more than 17 years! $750+

*409 NETHERLANDS, Amersfoort. Camp 4148b, Feller NE-442a. 1 Gulden 1.1. 1944.
with period after No. of the serial number and without watermark. VF, a few stains. Rare. $200+

*410 NETHERLANDS, Amersfoort. Camp-4149b, Feller NE-443a. 2 1/2 Gulden 1.1. 1944. with period after No. of the serial number and without watermark. Unc and very rare. It's been more than 17 years since we've offered any 2 1/2 Gulden better than VG in auction. $750+

*411 NETHERLANDS, Herzogenbusch (Vught) Concentration Camp Feller NE-461, Camp-4163. 1 Gulden, Black on red. VF, with small holes punched (seemingly to cancel the note, as both the Feller the David Frank plated specimens have the same holes). Extremely rare. I have offered notes from this camp on only a few occasions. Back in the late 1970's or early 1980's I had one that I either bought from or sold to the late Jack Veffer. And I may have bought and sold one note at a Memphis paper money show some years back.$2000+

*412 NETHERLANDS, Westerbork Concentration Camp. 10c Series CC without watermark. 2 notes with consecutive serial numbers, 3898-3899. Feller NE-470a, Camp-4171b, SB-1151a. 2 Uncirculated notes. This is the first time I can recall ever seeing consecutive serial numbers on concentration camp currency! $200+?

*413 NETHERLANDS, Westerbork. C-4172 (a) 1, SB-1152A, Feller NE-471b, PS-169. 25¢ Series BB, with watermark. Filled “0” in No. Unc. I cannot recall ever offering this 25¢ Series BB note with a filled in “0” and a watermark. Very low serial number (0053). $100+

*414 NETHERLANDS, Westerbork. Camp-4173b, Feller-NE-472a. 50¢ Series AA without watermark. This is the scarcest denomination of the 4 issued. No folds or wear, just a light mishandling. We've only offered a 50¢ note this nice a handful of times in the past 15 to 20 years. $100+

*415 NETHERLANDS, Westerbork. Camp-4174a, Feller-NE-473b. 100¢ Series CC with watermark. Unc., albeit with a small ink smudge under the date at left. I have no record of offering a 100¢ CC note with a watermark in uncirculated in more than 17 years! $100+

*416 PALESTINE, Palestine Currency Board. P-7c 1 Pound 20 April 1939, Series J. Nice Fine, some discoloration on back. Scarce series. The last we had was in 2002!. $750+

*417 POLAND, Auschwitz Concentration Camp. 1 Reichmark in pink or red. Feller PO-121, Camp-4190a. All Auschwitz notes are rare, but this pink narrow type is among the rarer issues and is the first I can recall offering in almost 14 years. F-VF, some stains and light pencil notations on back. $1250+

*418 POLAND, Auschwitz. Feller PO-121b, Camp-4190b. 1 Reichmark in blue with printer's mark “KL/101-8, 44/5000.000. Type 3. On the back is a red overstamp “Mannenlager Birkenau” and a dark blue overstamp reading “Ing. Ba meister A. JUNO (last letter unclear) Tiefbauunternehmen CELLE” in 3 lines and what looks like a handwritten initials. Campbell and Feller mention the “Mannenlager” overstamp but make no mention of an additional stamp such as this one. Grabowski pictures a note with both the Mannenlager overstamp and the overstamp that is seen on the cigarette ration card in Lot# as well as a handwritten prisoner number and a signature. Our example seems to indicate a civil engineering company named Celle. VF. $1500+?

*419 POLAND, Auschwitz Cigarette Ration Card. Feller PO-135, Camp-4195. Partially used. This card, literally a smoker's car for use in the prisoner's canteen #1, was issued to Prisoner “B 11042” in Block #5 and 8 stubs remain for January 12 though February 28th most likely indicating that this prisoner was murdered sometime after January 6th, just 3 weeks before the camp was liberated by Soviet troops on January 27th. The back has the handstamp “(Due)tsche Lebensmittel GmbH”. Black print on orange. F-VF, with small tear. Grabowski pictures one in green. The plated Feller example is gray (perhaps a black and white photograph was used) and the used coupons were hole-punched. On this example they were removed. Of extreme rarity, the first we can recall seeing. $500+

*420 POLAND, Gross-Rosen Concentration Camp. 1 Reichmark in blue with printer's mark KL101 - 8.44/500 000 and with round purple handstamp in center. Feller PO-221v, Grab. GR-17b. Neither Cambell or Pick-Siemsen list this type at all, Feller mentions the general type but without the handstamp or service mark. Grabowski mentions the type but does
not picture it. All notes from this camp are extremely rare. We've only offered one very low grade note (twice) from this camp and that was more than 10 years ago!. This Au-Unc. note is in extremely nice condition and exceedingly rare. $2000+

*421 POLAND, Litzmannstadt. (Lodz Ghetto). Set of Matched Serial number notes. All numbered 000224 and overprinted “ENTWERTET” 50 Pfennig, 1 Mark, 2 Mark, 20 Mark and 50 Mark. Feller PO-560-562, 565-566, Campbell 4201-4203, 4206-4207. All unc., but the notes were kept together with a paper clip and thus the 4 smaller denominations have faint to very faint paper clip impressions while the 50 Mark note a paper clip stain. The 3 larger denomination notes are on watermarked paper. These “Specimens” are extremely rare. I vaguely remember seeing similar notes some 25 or so years ago. I cannot recall ever seeing matched numbered sets. However we do know that Lodz Ghetto pattern coins (or tokens) were made on order for Nazi officials so it is not surprising that similar notes were made. Another very rare set of note. $1000+

*422 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). 1 Mark Specimen note. Orange Serial #000000 with hole punch (thus cancelling the note). Feller PO-560b, Camp-4201b. Unc. It’s been many years since we’ve a similar note. $100+

*423 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). 50 Pfennig, overprinted to make 3 postal chits of 20, 10 and 20 Pfennig. Feller PO-562, Camp-4214. VG and very rare. Please see Israel Numismatic Journal Vol. II, No.3-4, page 56 to 60 for a discussion of this note. Please note there are fantasies that divide the note into two 25 Pfennig chits or 3 chits divided 15, 15 and 20, but notes such as this are considered genuine by all authorities. $250+

*424 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). 5 Mark, 4 mm Orange serial number. Feller PO-563b, Camp 4204a(2). Overstamped ENTWERTET. Unc., but for faint paper clip impression. $100+

*425 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). 10 Mark, red Serial number. Feller PO-564b, Camp-4205ba. AU and printed slightly off-center, thus with a large right margin and no margin at all left. Rare as such. $200+

*426 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). Scrip. C-4221c, Feller PO-603c. 3 Kg Kartofeeln (Potatoes). Unnumbered unissued remainder. Unc. $50+?

*427 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). Ration Card for 1/2 Dose (can) of meat. Feller PO-610b, Camp-4228b. On orange card (both Feller and Campbell call it brown). Unissued, with one hole punched at left and insignificant pencil markings on both sides. AU and very scarce. I can’t recall seeing this before. $65+

*428 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz). Unused Kitchen Ration Card. Pink, c. 4 1/4 x 3 1/4”. Space to be punched 14 times. German on front, German and Yiddish on reverse. Feller PO-623 $100?

*429 POLAND, Schildberg POW Camp. A camp in Southeastern Poland that was used by the Nazis to house Norwegian Officers. It is the only known camp to house Norwegian POW's. The camp was opened in 1940 and at first held Polish POW's and was called Stalag XXI-A but in 1943 it was converted to Oflag XXI-C to hold Norwegian officers. Each note has a crowned H7 (for Haakon VII) in the center and a handwritten serial number at left and a handwritten value at right with the signature of H. Nissen on the bottom. I have read that the notes were designed by Hartvig Nissen who had been a banker before in civilian life. Each denomination has one corner torn off (different corner for each denomination) which I would presume would be to validate them or to indicate that they were used. I have seen images of another complete set as well as a third .40 and all have the same corner cut off for each denomination. There is not indication of the denominations and I have seen speculation that they were issued in marks, while others have suggested Ores or Kroners. This is a .40 mark (?), with the left top corner torn off and serial number 508. EF. I have seen a total of 8 notes, the 3 listed here and images of 5 others. This is the highest serial number that I have seen and I don’t know if this is the 508th .40 note or the 508th of all denominations. Campbell-3890 which is the only one that he lists but he speculates that “Other denominations probably exist”. $500+?

*430 POLAND, Schildberg POW Camp. .80 Mark?, Serial number “15”, Au-Unc, with upper
right corner cut off $500+?

*431 POLAND. Schildberg POW Camp. 1.60 Mark?, Serial number “79”, VF with bottom right corner cut off. There is some light pencil graffiti on the face of the note and on the back, 7 lines of text showing various army rank symbols and their names (in English!). $500+?

*432 POLAND. Sokolka Ghetto. Feller PO-640, Camp-4241,, PS-28, Grabowski So-1 (RRR). 0.91 Reichsmark. Extremely rare, 1st I can recall ever offering. Sokolka is in Bialystock in NE Poland and only issued this one note in this most unusual denomination. According to the dealer who sold this, this is nicer than the example pictured in Feller which he had sold to Charlton Meyer. Unc. $3000+

*433 POLAND. Warsaw Ghetto. ND. 5- 50 Groszy. Camp. 4246-4251, Feller PO-680-687, PS page 25 note. 6 unc notes. Blue notes printed from hand-engraved wood or linoleum plates, the large denomination has 18 stars (18 meaning to life), a barred wire fence and an SS symbol. This is a somewhat controversial issue due to it’s crudeness but we believe they were an issue produced in the Ghetto Post Office but never released. Steve and Ray Feller thoroughly discuss the Ghetto and these notes on pages 88-94 in their book Silent Witnesses. The complete set, the last we offered was in our sale 9D where a similar set sold for $1100 in very spirited bidding. $900+

*434 UNITED NATIONS, International Refugee Organization (IRO) Austrian Operations. 1, 5 & 10 Units, Green, red and blue. Camp-7360-7362, SB-181-183, Feller AS-1680-1682. 3 VF to VF+ notes. $750+

*435 UNITED STATES. Original A. Jacob’s Sons. New York, NY, a firm which imported and manufactured musical instruments, watches and jewelry. “100” at upper right and left corners made to look like a $100 bill, but in actuality is their address on Chatam St. Images of George and J. Jacobs with their facsimile signatures. Vignette of Indian and buffalo in center. Fine on thin paper *and very scarce. A Jewish Merchant Advertising Note. This is ex Lot #16877 from Heritage’s CSNS sale of 2004 where it sold for $333. $150+

*436 UNITED STATES. WWII Propaganda note. On a Facsimile of a US One Dollar note, the back has a 3 line legend in Italian, “The American have always made empty promises, breaking them like soap bubbles”. The Nazis air-dropped this note in northern Italy. SB-401 (P. 397). F-VF. This is ex Lot HO-17a from our Fixed Price List 35A of 2005. $75+

*437 UNITED STATES. WWII Propaganda note. As above, but first two lines of text on the back are in two parallel horizontal lines with the3rd line angled as in the normal variety. SB-401v. VF. Rare. This is the fist of this variety that we have seen or even heard of. $150+?

*438 UNITED STATES. Anti-Semitic Propaganda Dollar. SB-402 pages 397-398., The Shekel Vol. XXVIII, #4 page 31. A German propaganda note, dropped over Paris in October of 1943. At first glance, it looks like a US $1 bill, but the note “opens up” and is filled with typical Nazi anti-Semitic garbage, singling out Morgenthau with a yellow star in the center. All in French. EF-AU or better (just one tiny corner fold). Probably the nicest we have seen. $150+

*439 UNITED STATES. Nazi Propaganda Note. An oversize German propaganda piece dated 1943 and using the design and colors of a United States small size Gold Certificate, right down to the Treasury signatures. The reverse is printed in three German, Russia and Slavic (?). Uncirculated. SB-412 (P. 397-398). Ex Lot #16427 from Heritages CSNA sale of May 2004 where it sold for more than $600. Please note that it is likely that these notes were printed after the War. Sold as is, no returns. $150+

PART TWO - JUDAIC AND HOLY LAND MATERIAL

MEDALLIC JUDAICA

*440 FEATHER JEW. ND (c.1700) Bronzed lead or Pewtar 42mm by Christian Wermuth. Jew with feathers in cap and sack on back carrying a large sack on his back and a smaller money bag in his hand. Long legend around and continuing on back implying that Jews pimp for the rulers and the cuckolded husbands are rewarded by public office. The inscription is a mix of German and Latin. Jewish Medals page 9-11, 111, Kirschner-11. Nicely done bronzed
cast, fields somewhat tooled but still attractive. This is one of the most infamous of all anti-Semitic medals and the first we've offered in many years. Bruno Kirschner, Henry Grunthal, Antoine Feil, Arthur Polak and Daniel Friedenberg are just a few of the many who have commented on the meaning of this medal. VF. $200+

*441 CABBAGE SOCIETY. PURIM TOKEN. 1796 1 Penny Conder Token. “Purim 1796” around leaf/ “Cabbage Society” around head of cabbage. Edge = Course milling over, an asylum for the oppressed of all nations. D&H-227a, Friedenberg, in his Jewish Medals (pp. 82-84), speculates that the use of Purim, relates to the political nature of the maker of this token Thomas Spence. This could be true, but more recent research indicates another likely “Jewish connection” is the fact that “cabbage” was the term used for left over material used by Jewish tailors in London at that time and they would than use this “cabbage” to dress up for the annual Purim bash. EF+, much red luster. The last we had was in our sale 38C where a specimen, not as nice as this, sold for $450. $450+

*442 CABBAGE SOCIETY 1814 BRASS TWO PENCE TOKEN. “1814” in wreath/ Cabbage Society” around head of cabbage. Engrailed edge Friedenberg, page 83, D&W-104. Friedenberg had speculated that this and a 1796 Cabbage Society token with the word Purim was a political token of the famed Thomas Spence. This could be true, but more recent research indicates a more likely “Jewish connection” in the fact that “cabbage” was the term used for left over material used by Jewish tailors in London at that time and they would than use this “cabbage” to dress up for the annual Purim bash. EF, a few scratches, mostly on date side. We’ve only offered this token twice since 1995. See Lot # 442 $200+

*443 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF ISRAELITE LOAN INSTITUTE HAMBURG. 1841. AE 45mm by Hans Friedrich Alsing. One of the two Jewish medals of Hamburg that Alsing did in 1841. Bee hive, legend/Legend. Coins Reveal-151. VF, a few scratches and many rim bumps. Ex Guido Kisch collection. This was Lot #638 from our sale 38C. $100+

*444 JEWISH HOME FOR AGED, HAMBURG. 1841. AE22. Bust of Salomon Heine left/View of the Home. Heine was not only the principal factor in getting this hospital built, he was the uncle of Heinrich Heine. An important Jewish medal of the first part of 19th century. Coins Reveal page 150. VF+, a few minor marks in the field. $40+

*445 PAIR OF FALSE SHEKELS. Both white metal about 31mm. Two different KischType “D” False Shekels, D12 and D13. Both VF or so with rim bumps. $50+

*446 HUNGARIAN JEWISH COMMUNITY TOKEN. Marczali (Marcali), a village in Hungary, where a Jewish community was founded around 1820. ND (circa 1875-1900?) 10 (Kreuzer) brass 1.5mm. “Marczali/I.H.K.” in two lines/10”. I.H.K. stands for Izraelita Hitközseb“ or the Jewish Community. Toth and Zombori-5b. Originally published in the TAMS Journal Vol. 30, #2, April 1990 pages 47-51 and reprinted in The Shekel Vol. 23, #4, pages 29-32. This remains the most comprehensive listing of Hungarian Jewish tokens. VF and extremely rare. 1st I can recall ever seeing. $200+

*447 INDUSTRIAL EXPO IN OSCAR SCHINKLER’S HOME TOWN in Czechoslovakia. 1894. Æ41 mm Medal by Abraham for 1894 Industrial Exposition in Zwittau. Allegorical Figure with symbols and large column at left/6 line legend in wreath. Proof-like BU. Zwittau was the birthplace of the famed Oscar Schindler. $50

*448 RABBI ISAAC ELCHONON SPEKTOR OR SPECTOR. 1896. Æ28 . His bust half right, the rabbi and gaon the rav yitzhak elchonon spektor/His grave, legend. Shekel 18, 3, 29-30. F, looped as made. Spektor was a famous Lithuanian Rabbi and was among the most influential Jews of his time in helping influence the Russian government to better their treatment of Jews. This is Lot #757 from our sale 37D where it sold for $150. See The Shekel XVIII, #3, 29. $150

*449 RABBI ISAAC ELCHONON SPEKTOR OR SPECTOR. 1896 Æ 22. As above but in this smaller size.F/VF with original loop. This is ex Lot #738 from our sale 35B and is the only small size piece I can recall offering. $175?

*450 BRONZE (?) LADIES RING. c. 20mm with Magen David in center surrounded by pellets. Found in Italy, this is probably from the Jewish community in Morocco. VF. $50?

*451 ALEPPO SYRIA JEWISH COMMUNITY CHARITY TOKEN. ND (c. 1900) Æ18mm
Brass Bracteate token. “101” flanked by a “Bet & Kaf “ and “in righteousness shall thou be established” above, all in Hebrew. See The Shekel Vol VIII, #4 for an article by Meshorer on these. Crudely made but a nice example. VF+ $50?

*452 ALEPPO SYRIA JEWISH COMMUNITY CHARITY TOKEN. ND (c. 1900) Æ18mm (.30g) Crudely made, EF. Even nicer than above and very strongly struck. One edge is straight. $65+

453 CHEVRA KADISHA (CHARITY) TOKEN. ND. Late 19th Century thin Brass token. “Sade-Dalet, Koph-Hey” bracteate type. JTM-CC-16. Choice VF+, a bit crude, but much nicer than most. $50+?

*454 CHARITY TOKEN. ND (c.190?). Uniface bracteate type 20mm (.46g). Three line Hebrew legend, “This is for Charity”, plus a Dalat and a Pe which could translate to perhaps 4 Prutot or 4 mites or perhaps 4 times. See The Shekel Vol. 9, #1, page 32 for a small article by Ya’akov Meshorer on this. VF and very rare. 1st I can recall offering. $250+?

*455 SILVER AMULET. (c 190?) 45 mm, 5.05 grams with loop as made. On thin planchet with 6 lines of Hebrew text. Presumably from Northern Africa or perhaps Yemen. Toned VF $150+?

456 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. (1898-1930). J. Cohn, 2871 Greenwich St., (San Francisco, California). Brass 21mm “Good for 5¢ Return Bottle”. Album SFO-80 C104 (1 to 5 known), Kappen-540. Very Rare. $75+?

*457 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. (1900-1915). S. B. Levy & J. D. Shea, 525 Pike St., Seattle (WA). Brass 43mm “Good for 5¢ in Trade”. This was a bar. Scarce. $40+?

458 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. (1900-1918). Weinstein’s Liquor Store & Tavern, 1121 S. Crawford Ave., (Chicago, IL) Brass 23mm “Good for 15¢ in Drinks”. Vacketta WF-16-25. Nice EF. Rare. Crawford Avenue was renamed Pulaski in 1926 so this obviously predates that. $50+

459 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. Levi Bros., Stuart, Nebraska. Early 20th century. Brass 20mm, “Good for 5¢ in Trade”. EF. Scarce, 1st I can recall offering. See Lot below for companion piece. $50+?

*460 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. Levi Bros., Stuart, Nebraska. Early 20th century. Brass 23mm, “Good for 10¢ in Trade”. EF. Scarce, 1st I can recall offering. See Lot below for companion piece. $50+?

461 JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN. Massachusetts. Brass 32mm. “Benj. Goldstein Inc. 17 Elm St. Springfield. This coin is worth $2.00 on purchase of $20.00 or more” / We invite you to open a charge account. Good Luck” around a Swastika. EF, with original gilding. In our sale 40E we sold a similar Good for $1 token from the same merchant in much poorer condition for $90. This piece should be worth at least that. $90+

*462 JEWISH MERCHANT ADVERTISING TOKEN. (1921). Aluminum 30mm. Struck for the opening of the Tietz Department Store in Cologne. Legend around an aerial view of the Tietz Department Store/Legend around a 5 line inscription extolling the new store. Herman Tietz opened his largest department store in 1921. When the Nazis took over Germany in 1933 his store was Aryanized. Scarce. $50?

463 KORN JUDE MEDAIL. 1923 Bronze 38 mm. The modern day Korn Jude piece by Fritz Hornlein. Kirschner-30. A “Fat” man sitting on bushel of corn/7 line legend. EF, spot $25+

464 SPORTS MEDAL, BOXING. Silver 27 x 36 mm with loop as made. Boxer at left, “Morris Weisen” in banner at right,"B5" or “G5” engraved in oval below. Back is blank except for “Sterling” engraved $30+

465 JEWISH ORPHANAGE DEDICATION IN ARGENTINA. 1927. Silver-plated bronze c. 35 x 28.5mm by Gottuzzo and Piana, with loop as made. View of the building, 2 line Spanish legend below/4 line inscription commemorating the dedication by Argentine president Marcello de Alvear. An attractive and scarce little medal which I believe we may have offered once before. Toned EF. Gottuzzo and Piana were Argentina’s leading medalists during this time. $75+

466 HANUKKAH LAMP. ND (1926-1940?). c. 8 x 9” (including Shamos) brass Hanukkah Menorah. Candle holders spell out IVRIAH. a Jewish woman’s organization founded in 1926
to increase registration in Jewish schools. While the name IVRIAH was also a Chilean
Zionist organization from around 1950 and can also mean “Hebrew Women”, this lamp is
strikingly similar to one the Jewish Museum catalog on Hanukkah Lamps although this one
has a Shamus. $50+

*467 SOUTH AFRICAN AWARD MEDAL. 1930. Royal Order of Buffalos. Roll of Honor
Breast Badge. Awarded to L. Goldstein by the District Grand Lodge of Transvaal. Impressive
14 karat gold badge with blue, white red and gilt enameling, Latin legend, topped by “Africa”
purple ribbon and Roll of Honor on top. In original case. No doubt very scarce as an award
medal to a Jew. Perhaps rare. $100+

*468 CHINESE-JEWISH ATHLETIC MEDAL. 1934. Silver Shield Shaped about 27mm with
original loop attached at top. Menorah in center, flanked by Shanghai, Tientsin, Harbin and
Inter Betar. 19-34 to either side of Menorah and Betar in Hebrew directly below it. On the
reverse in two lines, “Broad Jump 2nd”. Betar was a Zionist youth group operating mostly in
Eastern Europe and Eretz-Israel, but obviously in Palestine as well. Harbin, Shanghai and
Tientsin had the 3 largest Jewish communities in China during the 1st half of the 19th cen-
tury Prior to the rise of Hitler these were mostly refugees from Russia, but beginning in 1933
Jews from Germany (and later Poland) fled Hitler and traveled to China. Over the years
we've aavery occasionally offered Jewish related tokens and medals from China but they
have been few and far between. VF, rare. $250?

*469 A RELIC OF KRISTALLNACHT. Sedar with the Rabbis. A high large bronze plaque
(c. 12 1/2 x 7 1/2"), the design taken from the famous painting by Moritz Oppenheim. This
plaque hung in the main synagogue in Berlin until the infamous Kristallnacht night
(November 10th, 1938), when the synagogue was stormed. That night it was pierced by 3
bullets, later repaired by lead, and spirited away by one of the congregants. It eventually
made its way to Jerusalem. Of utmost rarity. This is Lot 1351 from our sale 27F where it sold
for $2000. Before that it belonged to Ed Baruch, a prominent collector and dealer of Israeli
numismtics in the 1970's and 1980's. Ed purchased this in Jerusalem. See the Shekel #16,
6, 3 for an article by Ed about this plaque. A rare opportunity to purchase an important piece
of Judaica which was saved from the Nazis. $1500+

*470 MOSHE J. OLGIN. Celluloid button (or stick pin). 1878-1939. 19 mm, black on white.
His bust facing. Olgin, who was born in Russia, was a Jewish Communist writer who wrote
for the Jewish newspapers “Forward” and “Freiheit”. He followed the Communist party line
(although not living in his native country) till the day he died. Scarce, this is ex Lot #515 from
our Sale 38D and the only one we can recall seeing. $35

*471 TWO ITEMS. 1) Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen & Women. Lapel Pin. Enameled
White, blue and gold. Legend around Lion of Judah in Star of David and silver spoon with a
Menorah and “Israel” in Hebrew at top. Hallmarked and probably made circa. 1948. $75+?

*472 JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER. Albany, NY. “Good For One Towel.” Aluminum 19.7
mm. ND. c.1950? Choice EF. In our sale 33C we sold a VF piece for $35 $35

*473 I. L. PERETZ. Celluloid Pinback Button. 1952 Commemorating the 100th birthday of
this famed Yiddish writer. Black on white. $25+

*474 JEWISH NATIONAL FUND 1952. Bronze 22.5mm. Golden Anniversary. Bunch of
grapes, 1902-1952, “Keren Kayemeth L'Israel” in Hebrew/Israel, 1952 Shekel Zahav in
English and Hebrew. Zahav means “golden” in Hebrew. Struck for for the 50th anniversary
of the JNF which was founded on 29 December 1901. Scarce, the first we've offered since
the Spring of 2006. Brown Au-Unc. $50+

*475 300TH ANNIVERSARY RESETTLEMENT OF JEWS IN GREAT BRITAIN. 1956.
Gold, Silver & Bronze 38mm medals in case of issue. Oval busts of Oliver Cromwell &
Menassah Ben Israel/Seated woman holding scroll & tablet. By Paul Vincze. Unc, as issue.
The bronze and silver medals are well known, although uncomnon, the 9 karet gold medal
is very rare and is only the 3rd we can recall offering. With certificate which was machined
signed by Paul Vincze certifying that this was #3 of 100 sets struck. Haffner EP-64A & B
(Gold unlisted), The Shekel 14, 3, 30, Eimer-2097b (the Gold unlisted!) $750+

*476 SHALOM ALEICHEM CELLULOID PINBACK BUTTON. 1959 for the 100th
Anniversary of his birth. His bust facing, his name above in Yiddish and the dates 1959-1969. We sold a similar button a few years ago for $35.  

*477 ISAAC ILLITCH LEVITAN. 1960 Bronze 64.mm by Shklovsky. Facing bust/6 line legend. Leviten was a Russian Jewish Landscape artist. This was struck for the Centennial of his birth. EF, tiny nick. First we've offered in more than 10 years. $40+

*478 LIEUTENANT-COLONEL AMICHAI LEVY. 1967. Gilt bronze 66mm by B. Duvivier. French Superior War School Medal. Large building, clouds above, Latin legends/Levy's name, title and dates, eagle and torch. $40+

*479 BETH SHALOM SYNAGOGUE. 1969. Wedgwood plate, white on blue commemorating the 50th anniversary of this Elkins Park, PA synagogue which was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and was Wright's last project. In original box of issue. A four line “gold” legend on the back describes the plate. Scarce. $45+?

*480 JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME Group of 5 medals. 1969 Judah Magnus, 1971 Louis Brandeis, 1972 George Gershwin, 1975 Herbert Lehmen and 1976 Gershom Seixas. 5 bronze Trapezoid medals. The JAHF website lists the Magnus @$100, the Brandeis @$125, the Lehmen @$50 and is sold out of the other two. A group of 5 popular medals. This series is one of the longest running continuous series of medals issued in the US. $225


*483 BENJAMIN DISRAELI, the First Earl of Beacosfield. 1970. Silver 38mm. His bust partially to left/6 lions. Toned Unc., 1 troy ounce of silver. This comes in at least two dates. See Lot below. I believe that this may be the scarcer of the two dates. $35+

484 BENJAMIN DISRAELI. 1971. Silver 38mm. His bust partially to left/6 lions. Toned Unc., 1 troy ounce of silver. As above but the later 1971 date. $35+

*485 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF ISRAEL. 1973 Silver 50mm by Clara Weinerth for Art Mint., 7 branched candelabra flanked by “25th Anniversary of Israel” and “1973” in English and Hebrew with artist's signature below/David Ben-Gurion address first meeting of the Knesset under portrait of Theodore Herzl, with Declaration of Independence below, with letter and signatures incuse. Choice Sterling silver Proof. Edge reads “The Glory of Israel will not Fail” flanked by Magen David’s in English and Hebrew. #0034. Extremely rare. I have no record of offering this medal since at least the mid-1990’s and I believe I may have had this medal perhaps only once before. There were numerous medals produced to commemorate Israel’s 25th Anniversary, this is among the rarest. $250+?

*486 25TH ANNIVERSARY PAPERWEIGHT. 1973. Issued by the Israel Ministry of Tourism. c. 2 1/4 x 3 1/4 inches depicting the Megiddo roaring lion. On the back is a (mostly) English description of the design along with the official 2th anniversary symbol. $25+?

*487 ISRAEL'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY. 1973. Wedgwood Plate. c. 4 1/2” blue plate with white design around edge, white symbol of Israel and gold 1948-1973. In original box of Etruria & Barlaston of England. $40+?

*488 WEDGWOOD PLATE. 1973? c. 4 1/2” blue plate with with white design around center and “Zion” in Hebrew within a Magen David. In original box as above. $40+

*489 MAX REINHARDT. 1973. Silver 40mm by Bodlak. His facing bust/Theater in Vienna. Toned Unc. $35

*490 HEBREW BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CHARLESTON SC. (1974). Silver 40mm. Struck to commemorate Francis Salvador, the first Jewish Patriot of the American Revolution known to have died for his country. A scene depicting the ambush of Salvador by Indians and Tories/Figure of a skeleton representing the Angel of Death. within Hebrew and English legend. In plastic case of issue. See the Shekel, Vol. XIII, #3, p. 13-15. Unc. Rare, this is the first I can recall offering since the spring of 1999! $75+?

*491 FORD MOTOR CO. 1975. Æ 60mm. 5 line Hebrew legend which says something like,
“To Abrasha (Russian style diminutive of Abraham), on your departure from ‘Mem Het Yod Lamed” (the initials of an organization which the recipient likely was leaving) with affection and respect from your friends at work at work, Tel-Aviv 31 March 1975). all in wreath, with “Ford” in circle at top center/Blank, but for two line Hebrew legend at bottom. As stuck but a couple of rim nicks. Probably part of a retirement gift for an employee at some company which had some kind of working relationship (at the very least) with the Ford Motor Company. Given Henry J. Ford’s anti-Semitic feelings in the 1920’s-1940’s, this is interesting. $40+


*493 JUDAIC HERITAGE SOCIETY. 1970’s, 3 rectangle plaquettes relating to Jewish life. 1) The Synagogue, 2) The Menorah and 3) The Ten Commandments. All by Rina Rotholz. Part of a series of 18 (Chai) pieces issued by the Judaic Heritage Society. Seldom seen. $45+?

*494 AGAM’S STAR OF LOVE MEDAL. 1978 Gold 36mm Tiny Hebrew, French and English legend, STAR OF LOVE, ETOILE D’AMOUR around field composed of nine raised “keels” that form Star of David in apparent motion as the medal is turned under light. Rev. Menorah, 30 YEARS STATE OF ISRAEL. #193 of a very limited mintage. 22 Karat gold. Minimum Bid $1750. We’ve had this medal is silver a few times, but I believe that this is the first time we’ve offered the gold medal. $2000+

*495 DAN HOTEL. (1978) Bronze 59mm. “30 Years Israel and Dan Hotels” in English and Hebrew around view of buildings/View of 5 different Dan Hotels. In box of issue. Scarce, 1st I can recall offering. $50+?

*496 ALBERT EINSTEIN. 1979 Set of 3 medals by Max Leognany for Unesco. Bronze 59mm, Sterling Silver 30mm and 22 Karat Gold 23mm. His bust slightly to the left/3 of Einstein’s equations overlay an outline of his bust. Flower-48. The 4th in the Unesco series of “Anniversaries of Great Men”, the first 3 being, Michelangelo, Rubens and Aristotle. Rare, in case of issue with certificate. Very rare and only the 2nd I can recall offering, the only other one being Harry Flower’s set in the early part of this century. Struck at the French mint in Paris. $475+

*497 ISRAEL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY OF MASS. 1981 39mm, Gold-plated bronze, #15 of only 55 struck. Yitzhak Avni Memorial Medal. See Tokens & Medals issued by INS by Harry Flower page 25. It’s been many years since we’ve offered one of these by auction. $50?

*498 WORMS SYNAGOGUE 1984. Silver 39.5 mm. View of Synagogue and the Raschi chapel, 1034-1984/Hebrew & German legends. The Worms Synagogue was in 1034 and desecrated in 1615. In 1624 the building was restored and the Rashi Chapel was added by David Joshua Oppenheim. The entire building was destroyed during Kritallnacht but was rebuilt by the Germans in 1961. A stunningly beautiful medal. Choice toned Proof. $50+

*499 MACCABI, St. Petersburg. ND. 35mm. probably gilt aluminum, with red hanger attached. Maccabee symbol in center, Maccabi. St. Petersburg, East Asian Federation in Russian around the outside with two Magen David’s. Scarce, 1st we’ve seen. $40+?

*500 MIRACLE OF THE SOVIET EXODUS. 1990 Silver 38mm Hanukkah Medal. Family of 4 looking left, flag, legend and date/Hanukkah Menorah, legend and wreath. Choice Frosted Proof. A scarce and seldom offered medal. $60+?

*501 BESS MYERSON 2001 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin. Facing bust of her, quotation at left/Myerson in swimsuit with crown after being named Miss America. Low mintage and scarce. The JAHF used to list these at $100, but they are now sold out. $75+

*502 RABBI ELIMELECH OF LIZANSK. ND (2002-2003). Silver 39mm. Rabbi’s graves/ Rabbi’s name and legend mentioning his names causes Divine help for all who act accord-ingly. Rabbi Elimelech was the leading disseminator of Hasidic teachings in Poland, Galicia and Hungary. Choice Proof, #248 of a limited number minter. In case of issue. Issued at $72 $65+?

503 RABBI ELIMELECH OF LIZANSK. ND. Bronze 39mm. Rabbi’s graves/Rabbi’s name
and legend mentioning his names causes Divine help for all who act accordingly. Rabbi Elimelech was the leading disseminator of Hasidic teachings in Poland, Galicia and Hungary.

*504 350TH ANNIVERSARY JEWISH LIFE IN. AMERICA. 2004. Æ76 mm by Dana Krinsky. NY skyline like a Menorah and George Washingtons's quote “gives to bigotry no sanction.....” A group of men, women & children on a journey to liberation, “Proclaim Liberty....”. JAHF offers this for $150 on their website. In pouch of issue. $25+?

*505 RABBI LEVI YITZCHAK. ND. Gold on Silver (.999 silver) 39mm. Ram on altar, Hebrew legend around/3 Line legend, with signature of Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdychiv (the Berdichever), a famous Hasidic Rabbi of the 18th century and known as the “defense attorney” for the Jewish people. Choice Proof. in capsule with plastic stand. The Berdichever died in 1809 and this medal was minted in 2009-2010 to commemorate the 200th year of his death. Rare. 100 silver medals were struck, but 90 were melted down and of the remaining 10, 5 were plated with “select gold plating” of 14 k. gold. This is one of those 5. Issue price $199 $100+?

506 RABBI LEVI YITZCHAK. (2009-2010) As above but in bronze. 39mm. Ram on altar, Hebrew legend around/3 Line legend, with signature of Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdychiv (the Berdichever), a famous Hasidic Rabbi of the 18th century and known as the “defense attorney” for the Jewish people. Only 250 medals minted. $25?

STATE OF ISRAEL MEDALS
STATE, COMMISSIONED AND PRESENTATION MEDALS

*507 SM-1 PATTERN. 1958 10th Anniversary Pattern bronze Medal 27mm. Similar to the gold medal of the same size but a bronze pattern. Lettered edge reads israel government approved issue 1948-1958. (Actually this was not the approved issue). Israel's Money and Medals mention patterns in 42 and 45mm but not in this size. As struck, but somewhat toned. Only the 3rd I can recall offering. $250+

*508 SM-1 Judaea Capta-Israel Liberata. 1958 Gold 27mm.. Design taken from ancient Judaea Capta coin on obverse and Israel Liberated on reverse. Choice BU. Israel’s first gold medal. Minimum bid $850 $925+

*509 SM-3A B’NAI BRITH.1961 Silver 35mm. Low mintage early medal. Zechovey mint (Sterling on edge). As struck with very light and appealing toning. $90

*510 SM-5A HADASSAH WITHOUT INSCRIPTION. 1960. Silver 35mm. Zechovoy mint without either “silver” or “sterling” on edge. According to Sedaka (IGCMC catalog #1) only 250 were stuck like this. Very rare. A few nicks and marks. $250+?

*511 SM-12G, H & J BAR MITZVAH GOLD SET. 1961. Set of 3 gold medals. 27, 22 and 19mm. Bar Mitzvah boy reading from Torah/Symbols of the 12 tribes. In deluxe presentation set with clasp and metal plate for a name to be engraved. Minimum Bid $1300. $1500

*512 SM-12T 1981 BAR MITZVAH GOLD MEDAL. .1981. 900 fine gold. 13mm. Proof-like BU. Minimum bid $100 $100+

*513 SM-21E, F & G LIBERATION GOLD MEDAL SET. 1971 19, 22 & 27 mm Liberation Gold Medals. Man, woman and child planting tree/Inset of Roman Judaea Capta coin. Choice BU. One of the most popular of all Israel gold medals. In case of issue. Minimum Bid $1525 $1650+

*514 SM-22A. UNITED JEWISH APPEAL (UJA). 1963. Silver 59mm. This is among Israel's rarest of all State medals, with a mintage of only 764 and depicts immigrants disembarking from a ship. The key to the early 59mm silver medals. 1st we've offered in more than 4 years. $250+


*516 SM-56D. BAT MITZVAH GOLD MEDAL. .1981. 900 fine gold. 13mm. Proof-like BU.
Minimum bid $100  $100+

*517  SM-57D. WEDDING MEDAL. 1981. Gold 13mm. .900 fine gold. Ch. P-L BU. Minimum bid. $100  $100+

*518  SM-64E SHEMA ISRAEL. 1980 Gold 13 mm Medal. .900 fine gold. Hear O Israel. The Lord our God The Lord is One. Ch. P-L BU. Minimum bid $100  $100+

*519  SM-69B. HONOR THY ELDERS Gold. 1982 18 mm. “They shall bring forth fruit in old age” Cross-section of tree, “For as the days of a tree shall be the days of My People”. 18 Karat gold, Choice PL BU. Minimum Bid $175  $200+

*520  SM-71B. RETIREES GOLD MEDAL. 1982. 18mm. “And the Strength of Days bring Understanding” in English and Hebrew / Large tree with symbolized roots and fruits. Ch. BU. Minimum bid $175  $200+


*523  SM-109A. A STAR BORN OUT OF JACOB. 1989 Gold. Offeq-1. 18mm Struck to commemorate Israel's first satellite. Choice BU. Minimum bid $175  $200+

*524  SM-141B. IN MEMORY OF THE CONCENTRATION AND DEATH CAMPS. 1992 Gold 30 mm (15 grams, 18 k.). Figure of 6 children (symbolizing the 6 million who were murdered)/Electrified barbed wire fence, names of 6 death camps. Szperling SZ-49, page 85. BU. Rare and low mintage. Minimum bid $725  $800+

*525  SM-187B. 3000 ANNIVERSARY OF JERUSALEM. 1995 Gold 30mm. Scarce depicting King David playing the harp/ Panoramic view of old and new Jerusalem. Minimum bid $725  $850+

*526  SM-190-SM-190C. YITZHAK RABIN MEMORIAL 4 PIECE MEDAL SET. 1995. CN38.5, T70, Silver 50mm and Gold 30mm. Bust of Rabin slightly to left/Dove, state emblem, IDF and Palmach emblems, English and Hebrew legends. All in plush green case of issue and rare as such. I have no record of ever offering a complete set such as this and I believe I have only offered the gold medal once before. Minimum bid $800  $900+ff

*527  SYDNEY 2000 OLYMPIC GAMES, Set of 3. Gold 30.5mm, Silver 50mm, Bronze 70mm. The gold with a mintage of only 650 is struck in Proof. Koala Bear wearing a traditional Israeli Pioneer Hat/Logo of the Israeli Olympic Committee. Scarce. In case of issue. Minimum bid $700  $800+

*528  25TH ANNIVERSARY OF OPERATION JONATHAN (ENTEBBE). 2001. Set of 3 medals in olivewood case of issue. Bust of Jonathan right/ 3 airplanes heading into Entebbe Terminal. Jonathan Netanyahu led the mostly successful rescue on of hostages held by terrorists. All but 4 of the more than 100 hostages were rescued successfully but Jonathan (the brother of Benjamin) was also killed. Bronze and Silver 40mm and Gold 30.5mm. Less than 500 sets were made and I believe this is the first that we've offered for sale. 3 Proof medals in olivewood case of issue. Minimum bid $650  $750+

*529  CM-6. PABLO CASALS. 1962 Bronze 59mm. This medal was presented to participants & guests and not offered for sale. As struck. 449 medals were struck, 150 in bronze and 299 in Tombac. The last bronze medal we offered was last year where an example sold for $175.  $150+

*530  CM-8B. TOURISM. 1966. Tombac 59mm. Rare only 400 pieces minted.  $100

*531  CM-12. 66th ZOA Convention 1st in Israel. 1963 Bronze 59mm. Presented to participants in the 1st convention in Israel, it was never offered for sale by the IGCMC. Scarce and seldom offered.  $75+

*532  CM-26. YAD VASHEM. 1965, Tombac 59mm. Also known as The Righteous Among Gentiles, this is, perhaps, the most sought after of all Israel Commissioned Medals. 50 pieces were struck and awarded to members of the Martyr’s and Heroes Remembrance Authority Commission and no further medals will be struck. Virtually as issued. Szperling SZ-7, page 133. This is ex lot 703 from our sale 38D.  $400
*533 CM-26A. YAD VASHEM. 1965. Silver 59mm. As above. No mintage figures are known for the silver pieces but they are much rarer than in tombac. This is ex Lot #704 from our Sale 38d where it sold for $950 and it's only the 2nd piece we've had in at least 17 years. It is our understanding that the silver pieces were minted “as needed” until 1980 and after that copper-nickel pieces were struck for the same purpose. Szperling SZ-7, page 133. $850+?

*534 CM-35. TEFAHOT BANK. 1968. Tombac 45mm. Seldom offered. Our list price is $175 $150+?

*535 CM-47B EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK. 1972. Silver 45 mm. Scarc with stylized Menorah and US Flag, commemorating “the first American Bank in Israel, 1970.” Scarce only 1505 minted. $100

*536 CM-68E DIAMOND INDUSTRY GOLD MEDAL. 1974 35mm gold medal. Building/stylized Menorah. Proof-like BU. Type I. Minimum bid $1600 $1750+


*538 RAOUL WALLenberg. 2003. Bronze 59mm. Facing bust of Raoul Wallenberg, English and Hebrew above and below/His signature below 3 crowns of Sweden and above Swedish consulate in Budapest seal, Visas for Life Budapest 1944-45” in English and “Visas for Life” in Hebrew. Scarce modern Israel state medal for one of the true Righteous Gentiles. $50+

*539 PM-11. BAR-ILAN UNIVERSITY MEDAL. 1955? Bronze Uniface 59mm. At the upper right is a styled Bet-Alef which is also a microscope and a portion of the microscope in the form of a Torah scroll, in the center is a view of a building on the campus and at the lower left is Bar-Ilan University in English and Hebrew. This is a un-named medal in a plush olive-wood presentation box. Awarded medals were given to “founders” of this American University in Tel-Aviv. In the early 1970’s to be named a “founder” would cost $10,000. See The Shekel 5, 4, p. 14. While I believe I have had this medal before, I can not find a listing in any of my records. Very rare. Sylvia Haffner added this to her listing of Presentation Medals. See The Shekel 18, 4, p. 31. $250+?

540 PAIR OF SILVER MEDALS: SM-1a Israel Liberata 1958 Silver 38mm and SM-90a Searchers for the Messiah 1986 Silver 26mm with enamel silk-screen color reproduction by Moshe Caste. 2 popular silver medals. $60+

JEWS AND HOLY LAND RELATED PAPER

*541 SHARE CERTIFICATE OF HERMON, Societe Industrielle et Agricole en Palestine. 1906. Three pastoral scenes by E. Loevy, a woman with a bowl of fruit on her head, two farmers plowing a field with oxen and a woman with a vase on her head. The Hermon society was a Paris-based organization whose purpose was to raise funds to support agriculture and industry in Paris. Meshorer-Olson #37. In brown and orange. Certificate is lithographed in orange and brown and contains all 30 coupons as issued. Unused and unissued. Extraordinary condition. While we have offered this certificate in the past, those have been in poor condition. This is as issued with the exception of a few folds so that this folds into a reasonable size. A similar item sold for $225 in our last sale. $150+?

*542 KEREN HAYESOD SACRIFICE BONDS. 1922. A set of 5 (complete set) Specimens for the Palestine Foundation Fund. $25, $50, $100, $500 & $1000 Bonds, each with a vignette of Theodore Herzl at the top center. “For the Upbuilding of Palestine as a Homeland for the Jewish People”. Each bond has “Specimen” stamped in red plus another handstamp that says “Return to Issue Room: To be held for reference”. From the American Banknote Company Archives. Presumably only one of two sets known. I don’t believe we’ve ever offered a Keren Hayesod Sacrifice Bond, issued or not. If so, it’s been many years. EF and extremely rare. $1250+

*543 MIZRAHI BANK LTD. 1924. Share Warrant #11219 to 11221 for 3 shares of 1 Egyptian Pound each. With a beautifully colored, in blue, black and orange-brown, ornate frame and a bilingual red seal 8 coupons attached. Printed by Goldberg, Jerusalem. Ideal for framing. $1250+
Scarce. Some tears in margin and at fold but not in body of Warrant. A similar item, but for only one share, sold for $110 in our sale 42A. $100?

*544 PALESTINE CITIZENSHIP ORDER. 1936. For David Engellsher a Jew from Lodz, Poland as as his application for citizenship. With his photo tied to order by purple hand stamp of the High Commissioner for Palestine. In English, Hebrew and Arabic. aVF, some signs of aging and very slight tears at a few of the golds, but decent condition. We sold a very poor example in the Spring of 1999 for $40. $75

*545 HENRIETTA SZOLD SIGNED LETTER. A small typed Hebrew letter on her letterhead “Henrietta Szold, Jerusalem” in two lines and dated 17 April 1938 to the New Bezalel Society thanking them for a gift. The letter was torn from a two-hole notebook and shows the holes as well as the tears but is otherwise EF. Her Hebrew signature is below. Also included in this lot is the 5 Lirot 1973 note featuring depicting Szold and signed in both English and Hebrew by Moshe Sanbor as Governor of the Bank. Szold was born in 1860, one of 8 daughters of a Baltimore Rabbi and most well known as the founder of Hadassah, the largest Jewish organization in American History. Also includes a one page biography of her. $50?

546 KEREN KAYEMETH LE ISRAEL. Checks. A group of 6 checks from October 1939. All cancelled with different overstamps and embossed bank stamps and all but one with an adhesive revenue stamp on the back. VF or so. $100?

*547 MILK COUPON FOR PASSOVER. ND. (1940). c. 1 7/8 x 1 7/8” yellow with purple handstamp. “Milk, Kosher for Passover”. Interestingly the word milk is in Hungarian (TEJ), the remainder in Hebrew. Accompanying this lot is a copy of a letter from the Polish Consulate in Budapest certifying the coupon. Very scarce. EF+ $100?

*548 PIDION HEFACHOT = RANSOM MONEY. ND (1940’s?) In French and Hebrew. 5 Dirham “3 X 2 3/4” paper token issued by the Jewish Community of Rabat, Morocco. The original value of 5 Dr. crossed out and replaced with. 10,00 inserted in manuscript. Many German and French Jews fled Europe to Morocco which had an old and large Jewish community dating back to Roman times. Some ended up in Moroccan run camps not much better than the concentration camps of Europe. This was part of a community effort to rescue Jews behind bars and barbed wire. Rare. VF. Ex lot # 1105 from our sale 25H (at $100) and only one I can recall seeing. $200+

*549 ZIONIST SHEKEL FROM KRAKOW, POLAND. Purchased by Ignasz Helsinger (?). The locale for Shekel, combined with the date, make this a very scarce item. VF. $100?

THE HOLOCAUST AND ANTI-SEMITISM

*550 SOVIET JEW RADECK. Anti-Semitic overstamped on a 1000 Mark, 1922 German note (P-71). Radek was a Jewish radical & supporter of Lenin who was sent to Germany to help a revolutionary group there. The Nazis used him as a propaganda tool against all Jews, calling him the “Greatest capitalist in Russia”. Similar to Lind-28, See The Shekel, XVIII, 4, 43. VF and rare. We haven’t offered one in 15 years or so! $150+?

*551 “DON’T BUY FROM JEWS” overprinted (in German of course) on the back of a 1000 Mark note of 1922 (P-76). VF, a bit stained. Scarce, unlisted by Lindman. I can’t recall seeing this before. $125?

*552 NAZI PROPAGANDA BOOK ABOUT ORANIENBURG (owned by a Jewish Nobel Laureate?). 1933-1934. Konzentrationslager Oranienburg a 246 hardcover attempt to show the world that Oranienburg was a place where contented Communists, etc. were rehabilitated. Illustrated. The first blank page has a written pencil notation, “From Lib. of Otto Stern Nobel Laureate”. Otto Stern was a contemporary of Einstein (1888-1969) who left Germany in 1933 while at the University of Hamburg and emigrated to the US where he was associated with the Carnegie Institute of Technology and the University of California at Berkeley. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1943. Binding is scuffed and somewhat torn, contents more than ok. With laid in English descriptions of some of the illustrations. Published by SA-Sturmbannführer Schäfer from the SA Standarte 208, commander of the first German concentration camp. Very rare book which is seldom seen. $100+
THE SHIP ST. LOUIS, THE “VOYAGE OF THE DAMNED” Related Item. 2 Postcard and a 1935 Menu/Postcard. The inability of the Jews on the ship St. Louis to disembark in Havana, the US or any of the chosen destinations was a great propaganda victory for the Nazis. A Nazi officially was heard to proclaim, if nobody would accept them as refugees who can blame the Nazis for the fate of the Jews. This group consists of two postcards of ships of the Hamburg-America line, one from the Albert Ballin in 1928 which was named after a Jew who had been on the personal staff of Kaiser Wilhelm and then became instrumental in the rise of the shipping company and one of the St. Louis from the early 1930’s. The 3rd item is a menu from the St. Louis in 1935 which displays the Nazi swastika. The 1939 voyage of the St. Louis contained 937 Jews who were supposedly sailing to their new home in Cuba and eventually to the US. However Cuba would not let them dock and neither would the US. As they sail back to Europe they are cheered by the fact that the governments of the England, the Netherlands, France and Belgium have all agreed to let a portion of the passengers land there. How many survived the war and weren’t killed in concentration camps is a matter of debate. Those who landed in the UK obviously were better off. I have seen estimates ranging from 224 to over 600 people who were killed during the war.

*554 German, Red “J” Jude Passport. 1938-1939. For Max Elias, with his “new” middle name of “Israel” added in. As it was the new Nazi law that all Jewish men were to be given the middle name “Israel” and all Jewish women “Sara”. The photo highlights his left ear as it was also part of the Nazi “thinking” that the left ear of Jews were markedly different than Aryans. The passport was issued on 20 July of 1938 and was good for one year. Mr. Elias was in the Netherlands two days later and seemingly traveled between there and England at least once during that some month and then settled in Great Britain on 21 October 1938 with the stipulation that he not remain for more than one month or enter into any employment “paid or unpaid”. This provision was then extended until February 22, 1939 and then again until July 22nd of that year. That is the final notation in this 32 page passport (plus cover). Remarkably good condition.

*555 “J” STAMPED ID CARD. 19 January 1939. Issued to a Jewish woman Gray cloth, with photo (showing left ear prominently displayed), fingerprints and the new middle name of Sara. These special gray fabric ID cards were printed and used after the Nazi Law forced all Jews to add Israel or Sara as their middle names. There is a large J both on the front cover. c. 8 1/4 x 5 3/4” to be folded once to fit in a large pocket. Faded and rust spots so that it’s difficult to read the full name of this woman. It may have ended up in a washing machine. Rare. Only the 3rd or 5th I can recall offering.

556 KRAKOW JUDENRAT POSTCARD. Krakow was one of the most important and influential Jewish communities in Europe and was a center for Jewish learning for many hundreds of years. At the outbreak of WWII about 1/4 of the cities 240,000 residents was Jewish. The Nazis established the Ghetto here on 3 March 1941. This is an unused, but franked and canceled postcard from the Judenrat in Krakow dated 26 June 1941 with a Hebrew overstamp over the German occupation stamp, plus the German overstamp reading, “Delivered by the Judenrat”.EF+. I can’t recall seeing this item before.

*557 WARSAW GHETTO CHARITY COUPON. 20 Groszy, 1941. Issued by CENTOS (or ZTOS) which was a social welfare organization for residents of the Ghetto and funded by the American Joint Distribution Committee. Inscribed in Polish & Yiddish (Hebrew letter) “Centos” Quttung Auf Choesh Fon Kind 20 Gr. 1941” (Literally the month of the Child). During this month a special exhibition of children’s arts and crafts was held in the Ghetto and funds were raised from the sale of these coupons. In green on white paper and hand-stamped at right. Extremely rare. We sold a similar chit in our sale 39E (Serial number 67176) for $300. This # 67179. See the lot below for an extraordinary strip of 3. All the pieces known to this cataloguer (less than 10) have numbers in this range and I would guess that one small sheet of these survived.

*558 WARSAW GHETTO CHARITY COUPON. 20 Groszy, 1941. An extraordinary strip of 3 chits. In our sale 26D we sold a pair of two for $600. This remarkable strip of 3 is most likely unique.

*559 LUBLIN JUDENRAT SELF TAXATION CHIT. ND (1941). Lublin located in eastern...
Poland was the capital of the Lublin District. It was known as a center of Jewish cultural activities with theater, plenty of newspapers, political parties and dozens of Jewish organizations. On the eve of the war there were about 40,000 Jews in the town (about 1/3 of the population). The local Ghetto was established in late March of 1941 with over 34,000 Jewish inhabitants, its walls being closed on 24 April 1941 and only special workers and Labor Groups with specific permits were able to get out for a short while. The Jewish Social Aid system in the Ghetto was known as the Judische Soziale Selbst Hilfe and in October of 1941, the Nazis approved a request of the Judenrat to charge 50 Grozy from each Food Card in order to finance the local Epidemic Hospital. In April of 1942 1 Zloty was charged for administrative purposes. These chits are known in 2 values 1 Zloty and 5 Zlotych. We offer a 5 Zlotych chit which is printed in black on pink perforated paper and inscribed RADA ZYD W. LUBLINIE - OPLATA 5 ZL. That is “Judenrat of Lublin”. It has about a 1/4 of a handstamp in the lower left corner. The chits were handstamped in the center of blocks of 4, thus each and every one should have 1/4 of a handstamp. This is Lot #867 from our Sale 38D where it sold for $850 on a $500 estimate.

*561 MAUTHAUSEN DEATH NOTICE. 1942. Sent to Frau Hedwig Krzenski-Kriscski informing her that her husband Viktor had died 3 days earlier of a lung disease and had just been cremated. The last paragraph informs her that for .72 RM (about 20¢) she could receive a death certificate. In the early 1940’s most of what the Nazis regarded as the Polish Inteligensia were sent to the Mauthausen concentration camp were the great majority died. Scarce. $75+

*562 ANTI-SEMITIC LEAFLET. WWII. “Sagacity Sam Says”. Nazi Anti-Semitic Propaganda Leaflet which was dropped on U.S. Soldiers. According to the website http://www.psywarsoc.org there were at least 5 different Sagacity Sam Leaflets although one the leaflets says that there are 10. This one has a vignette of “Sagacity Sam” and begins, “You can be certain that after this war More Jews will have millions than ever before”. Two adhesive strips on back and tiny tear, otherwise EF. According to the Psy-War Society these leaflets were dropped after D-Day. I can’t recall offering one before. $50+

*563 RATIONS CHITS FOR BELGIUM JEWS. A sheet of 33 small chits, all dated “26-7-1943” (July 26, 1943) with a large “JOOD” and a Magen David added in the center. Unused in purple and pink. Jews were very involved in various underground activities in Belgium. Perhaps the single most significant resistance operation carried out by the Jewish underground was an attack on a deportation train on April 19-20, 1943 which contained a transport of Jews from Mechlen Camp in Belgium heading to Auschwitz. This was the only recorded instance of an armed attack on a train taking Jews to their death. EF, unused. $75?

*564 HERZOGENBOSCH FORMULA “Thank You” Card. 1943. This card was sent by a Jewish inmate name Pimethel to the Jewish Committee in Amsterdam acknowledging receipt of a package although it is doubtful if he was allowed to keep the contents. Simon page 61. At the top left the camp is called Aufnahmezellen which translates to detention camp, later cards substituted the word for transfer-camp instead. See Lot # for another item from this infamous camp. $50+

*565 AUSCHWITZ TO DACHAU PAYMENT CARD. 1943. On pink-orange thick card, with large watermarked Reichsbank. Transfers 5720.96 RM as payment from Auschwitz to the City Bank of Dachau, to be paid to the Experimental Institute Dachau Works. 1943. Rare. What this remarkable document seems to be doing is moving wealth stolen from Auschwitz victims to fund medical experiments at Dachau! $100+

*566 AMSTERDAM JUDENRAT: Joodsche Raad voor Amsterdam. 10¢ pink chit received as an administrative payment for a permit to travel for the period from 18 May to 21 May 1942. With OX No. 429 at upper right and the Printer’s legend Model 56 K, XIX, 3308 10,000 K91 on the bottom. VF and very rare. This is ex lot #1408 from our sale 31E (Fall of 2001) where it sold for $400. It is pictured on page 56 of Silent Witnesses although in black and white. Extremely rare. We’ve had similar chits only a few times over the years. $400+

*566 THERESIENSTADT GHETTO BANK SAVINGS BANK. 1943. c. 4 1/4 x 5/ 7/8” 4 page on grayish cardboard. Issued to Clara David (?).His place of residence and work place detailed below. The inside of the book has two listings of accounts, on the left was the.
deposit that the inmate could use, that side was blank. On the right is a list of deposits which were “Gesperrtes” or locked. Ms. David made deposits in June, July and August of 25 Kronen each and than the deposits stopped. Was she able to escape or was she transported earlier than most to the east and to the death camps? We don’t know. What we do know is that Theresienstadt was the Nazi “show camp” that they used to make a film and show the Danish Red Cross how well they were treating Jews. Once that visit was done (summer of 1944), Theresienstadt had no further use for the Nazis and inmates were transported to the death camps. We have had a few of these bank books in the past and I believe all of them had their first deposits in June of 1943 as this one also has. This is in the nicest condition of all that we remember as it was only in use for two months. Feller CZ-662. $500+

*567 THERESIENSTADT BANK DEPOSIT SLIP. 1943. A registration slip to the same account as the above book. Dated March 1943 but the month has been overstamp with red angled lines. There is no amount of money listed on the slip so this must have been issued prior to the bank actually existing. We have seen one other similar slip which was dated February 1943. The slip or perhaps a control card had a faint Magen David overprint in orange in the center. Scarce? $100+

*568 DACAHU CONCENTRATION CAMP. Metal Triangle. Reddish brown with “H” in center and 2243 above and various hallmarks on back. The red triangle indicated that this prisoner #2243 was a political prisoner Ex 38d, Lot 864 @$400. $300+

*569 LIDICE BY V. ZIZKA. 1943. Moving story, in English, of the Nazi massacre of the menfolk of the Czech town of Lidice, and the world’s response to the news. 84pp illustrated with black and white photographs. Lidice is a village in the former protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia. In the spring of 1942 members of the Czechoslovak Exile Government assassinated Reinhard Heydrich, the acting governor appointed by Hitler. In retaliation Hitler ordered the execution of 10,000 Czechs. Instead the Nazis entered the village of of Lidice and executed all the men (192), along with 71 woman. The rest of the women (198) were sent to Ravensbruck, while 98 children were sent to be “reeducated” by the Nazis. No more than 16 children survived the war. After the war Lidice was rebuilt, becoming both a symbol of Nazi terror and the heroism of the Czech resistance. Card cover, spine broken, somewhat soiled but decent reading copy. $25+

*570 HUNGARIAN JEWISH SLAVE LABORER ID BOOKLET. Front marked with ZS signifying Jew in Hungarian. This book was for a Jew in an Hungarian Slave Labor Battalion. I believe the name is Bela Katona. The back cover has general rules for all laborers. Rare. This is the only one I can recall seeing. An extremely rare item which is even missing in the Budapest Holocaust museum. Ex Lot 874 from our auction 38D where it sold for $500. $500+

*571 REFUGEE SETTLEMENT IN PALESTINE. c. 6 x 3”, Raffle Ticket from fundraising dinner held in NYC on April 2, 1944 and sponsored by Order Sons of Zion (B’nai Zion). Many Jewish group in the US attempted to help their brethren settle in Palestine. This unused and intact ticket for $1 and presumably many, many people attended and bought many tickets as $500 in US War Bonds were to awarded. How many survived in this condition? Probably not many, 1st I can recall seeing. Unc! $50+

*572 JEWISH BRIGADE POW. 22 May 1944 letter written by Shlomo Slodash, a captured member of the British Jewish Brigade, in Stalag 344 POW Camp, sent to a relative Elisheva Slodash in Tel-Aviv. Written in German with both German and British censor handstamps. The only reason that the German didn’t murder captured Jews serving in Allied Military units was fear of reprisal. VF and scarce. $50+

*573 A LOVE LETTER FROM NAZTWEILER. 1944. Natzweiler-Struthof was the only Concentration Camp in France. The camp was established because of large amounts of granite deposits in the area. But the camp was also used to construct gas chambers and for medical experimentation’s on both live people as well as skeletons of Jews from Auschwitz. The camp closed in the fall of 1944 as the allies were approaching. Prisoners were “death marched” toward Dachau. This touching letter, with appropriate Nazi censor marks is from Michel Choll (or perhaps Tholl) to his wife Kathryn in Luxembourg. The letter is on an official Nazi letter sheet. See Simon pages 66 & 67. A translation in English is included. We’ve only
offered once item from Nazweiler in the past 17 years. $150?

*574 BEHIND THE WIRE CONCENTRATION CAMP AT AUSCHWITZ by O. Augustyn. Booklet with line drawings of the concentration camp and published in Krakow in 1945. 24 pages with pink cardcover. Well-used with signs of aging. Purportedly no copy of this is at the Library of Congress nor the US Holocaust Museum. $35+?

*575 RICH MAN’S WAR-POOR MAN’S FIGHT. World War II Propaganda Flyer. Obverse shows English and US high denomination banknotes, while the reverse shows rows and rows of gravesites, all but one with a cross. One has a Magen David. F-VF, tiny hole in center as a result of folding. Very Scarce. I can only recall offering this flyer once before. A similar example sold for $120 in our 30F auction in the Fall of 2000. In the lower right corner of the back “1319/2 45″ indicating that this was probably printed during the last year of the war. The phrase “Rich Man’s War-Poor Man’s Fight” was first used during US Civil War in the 1860’s. $125+

*576 BERLIN JEWISH COMMUNITY TOKEN. ND (1945?). “10” Pfennig? paper token. Magen David within circle reading Judische Gemeinde with a 10 in each corner of chit. Orange on beige paper, with “Westmark” hand stamped across chit and hand written inverted V at lower left. Scarce. Perforated on all 4 sides. We have seen these chits in various colors. EF. $100+

*577 DISPLACED PERSONS IDENTITY CARD. 1945-46? c.. 3 x 2”. Issued to Ivan Goldman by the Allied Expeditionary Force as a “D. P. Index Card” which we understand to be an I.D. Card.. Printed across the face is “Not a Pass”. On the back is a purple handstamp and indicates that the place of issue was Zagreb, Yugoslavia. EF+. With ink manuscript signatures and notations. Scarce. $100+

*578 HAGIBOR LABOR CAMP (PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA). 1945. Food Ration Card. In German and Czech. Issued Julie Behounk. Hagibor was a camp for Christians who were related to Jews either by marriage or birth. c. 5 x 3 1/2”, pale green card, with black print. Hagibor had a long history with the Jewish community and from 1911 until 1943 housed a nursing home. There was a Jewish sports club there called Club Hagibor which participated in numerous international Maccabi games. When the Nazis occupied Czechoslovakia and Prague most of the Jews living there were deported to concentration camps and were murdered. Until 1944 the Jews that survived were allowed to gather in Hagibor which became a safe harbor and an unofficial Ghetto. But in 1944 Hagibor was transformed into a work camp where partners from Jewish mixed marriages were forced to work under the SS. It’s also possible that some of the inmates may have been Jews or children of mixed marriages. After the war Hagibor became a detention camp for various refugees, mainly German. But since the “Velvet Revolution” in 1989 Hagibor has again become a home for the Jewish Community including some survivors of the Shoah. Rare. F-VF. $100+

*579 POST WORLD WAR II CZECH INQUIRY FOR BIRTH CERTIFICATE. September 1945. From the Jewish Central Registration Office of in Prague for Ruzena Bienenfeldova. It’s lets Mrs. Bienenfeladv know that although the birth of Rudolf was recorded, the actual document and the book of records of the birth had been destroyed by the Nazis and a new document can only be issued after the restoration of the registration book. In our sale 29F we sold a daily pass issued to Rudolf Bienenfeld in April of 1945 who had that time been a resident of the Theresienstadt Ghetto. The pass was for him, accompanied by an armed policeman to provide daily maintenance to water pumps. At that time we wrote that we had hoped that Bienenfeld survived the war. Presumably he did survive and marry or perhaps only his wife did., The first document was sent to us from a consignor in Israel and we must presume that Bienenfeld emigrated to there after the war. $75+?

*580 DESTRUCTION OF THE KRAKOW GHETTO. 1946. Issued by the Central Jewish Committee in Krakow on the 3rd anniversary of the destruction of the Ghetto. 197 pages with cardcover, many illustrations. Excellent condition. Obviously in Polish. $50+


*582 Bergen-Belsen Survivor’s I.D. Card. (1946) From the United Jewish Youth Center,
Bergen-Belsen. ca. 5 1/4 x 4 1/2" Hebrew language card made to be folded. Issued to Arieh Altman with his photo wearing the infamous “Zebra” inmate’s uniform. The card states the aims & targets of the organization, each member belongs to the World Zionist movement, the aims: a Jewish state, the Hebrew language, Aliyah, education, etc. With large Magen David & Society’s Logo. It should be noted that photo is partially removed in order to read the caption on the backside. Of utmost rarity and importance. This ex Lot #1491 from our sale 28C of the Spring of 1998 where it sold for $200. $250+

*583 CIRCUS BLUMENFELD. 1946. c. 6 x 8” announcement for a special performance for the displaced allied children of unrra camps…arranged & sponsored by American joint distribution committee, Berlin. The reverse describes, in English & German, Arthur Bluemefeld and his circus. Blumenfeld was a decedent of Moritz Blumenfeld (born Maurice Levi Cerf) who had founded the circus around 1810. The circus operated successfully until 1928, with the exception of World War I when most of the male Blumenfeld children served in the German Army. The circus was revived after the war but due to the economic crises in Europe and especially Germany during this time the circus went bankrupt in 1928. Most of the Blumenfeld family did not survive the war and were murdered at Majdanek, Theresienstadt and Auschwitz, even those who had originally escaped to France, but were returned to Germany when the Nazis overtook Paris. Only Arthur survived, hiding in Berlin through the war. This performance but a new formed Circus Blumenfeld was given to surviving children at DP camps as well as children of American Armed Forces members in Berlin. The American children had perhaps seen a circus, the children living in DP camps most likely had not. Scarcce. $75+

*584 RAOUL WALLENBERG 1997. First Day of Issue Stamp and Souvenir Page. . Wallenberg was the famed Swedish dipoloment who literally saved thousands (30,000 to 100,000) of Hungarian Jews by the use of protective passports. He was one of the true heroes of WWII. The Soviets were as afraid of him as the Nazis and he probably died in strange circumstances under their control in 1947, although as late as 50 years later there were still rumors that he was alive in a Russian prison or mental hospital. $25+?

*585 JEWISH Ghetto IN VILNA. 2003. A set of 6 commemorative notes, 2, 2, 4, 20, 50 and 100 Salomas commemorating the 60th anniversary of the destruction of the Ghetto. Grabowski GE-5. Unc. $35+

END OF SALE